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Mhlathuze Water (MW) is a public sector water utility created in terms of Water Act
54 of 1954, MW has legislative mandate to provide support services to DWAF and
other government institutions such as municipalities and Catchment Management
Agencies (CMAs).
The objective of the CMA is to manage and coordinate water resources management
functions at local level. This includes the power to manage, monitor, conserve and
protect water resources and to implement catchment management strategies (NWA,
1998).
Because of shortage of water resources specialist skills such as water resources
monitoring, water resources assessment, flood prevention, and resource protection to
mention few, the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA will have to outsource some of the
specialist functions to private and public institutions like Mhlathuze Water on a
competitive basis (DWAF, 2003).
2. PURPOSE
The primary purpose of the dissertation is to analyze and understand the needs of the
Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA as well as MW's competencies so as to develop positioning
strategy for MW.
To achieve the primary purpose of the dissertation the following research objectives
have been identified:
• Identification of the needs of the target CMA.
• Identification of MW's strengths and weaknesses to see if MW can satisfy the
needs of the target CMA.
• Analysis of competitors' strengths and weaknesses to measure MW against
competitors.
The three analyses will provide a base essential for developing and recommending a
positioning strategy to MW.
IV
3. METHODOLOGY
The customer needs analysis information of the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA was mainly
sourced from the following documents:
• Usuthu-Mhlathuze Situation assessment (Appendix 1).
• Proposal to establish the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA (Appendix 2).
• Legal review on CMAs (Appendix 3).
• Australian documentation on catchment management institutions (Appendix 4).
For the competitor analysis, a profile of most organizations m the water sector
operating in the area of the CMA was sourced from MW's consultants panel for
various disciplines (Appendix 5).
The internal analysis was compiled using information from reports produced by MW
in the last five years and was also informed MW's participation in various studies and
projects in the catchment management area (Appendix 6). Strategic employees from
various MW's departments were contacted with the view of authenticating the
analysis findings.
4. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
A number of areas of need for the imminent Usuthu to Mhlathuze CMA were
identified. These included water quality management, flood management,
construction and operation of waterworks, monitoring the performance of water users,
monitoring the condition of water resources, alien vegetation management, education
on water resource management, promotion of community participation, ensuring
access to information regarding water resource management, development of a
Catchment Management Strategy, provision of water to meet environmental needs,
ensuring sustainable water sharing and efficient water use, and pursuing opportunities
for productive use of alternative the water source.
The competitor analysis (Appendix 7) provided the strengths and weaknesses of
competitors likely to target the CMA as service providers. The likely major
competitors of MW are: Scott Wilson, BKS, Jeffares and Green Consulting
v
Engineers, Water Resource Planning and Conservation Consulting Engineers and
Ninham Shand Consulting Engineers.
Scott Wilson and DMM partnership have major strengths that MW would need to be
aware of in developing a positioning strategy. The other competitors do not offer a
suite of water resource management service. They are therefore not expected to be
MW's major rivalries.
5. RECCOMENDATIONS
MW should position itself as the low cost service provider because the imminent
CMA will be very price sensitive.
Apart from positioning itself as a low cost provider, MW should also position itself as
a deliver good quality services. MW's strengths in terms of experience, expertise,
knowledge and understating of the water resource dynamics demonstrate that MW
can safely position itself as a deliver good quality services.
MW is the only water resources management services provider that provides a suite of
water resources management functions (Table 5.1, p. 49). The organization is also the
only service provider that acts as an implementing agent that already provides water
resource management services for DWAF (de facto CMA). Based on this, and the fact
that MW is well known (DWAF, 2003), it is appropriate for MW to also position
itself as leader in water resources management in the CMA area of operation
(Thompson and Strickland, 2003).
The most appropriate promotional tool that will solicit immediate response and
cultivate lasting customer relationship for MW is direct marketing (Kotler, 2000).
This means that MW must package their service offerings and go and sell them
directly to the de fact CMA and later to the CMA. The benefits of using this tool is
that the message will be specifically directed to the prospect specifically prepared to
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Mhlathuze Water (MW) was established in 1980 with a primary mandate to design and
construct a major regional Water Treatment Plant and a regional Offshore Effluent Disposal
facility.
Over the years the organization's core business has grown dramatically and has extended
service delivery to local and regional councils, it also supports the local Catchment
Management Committee, acts as Implementing Agent for rural schemes as part of the
Community Water Supply Schemes (CWSS) initiative of Department of Water Affairs and
Forestry.
The area of MW covers some 37 000 km2 (Figure 1) and within which the Board has built
and operates Inter-basin Transfer Scheme, major Water Treatment Plants, two Offshore
Effluent Disposal Pipelines and operates several other water and sewerage plants on an
agency basis for local municipalities. All these assets have been funded without grant or
subsidy from the Department of Water Affairs & Forestry, by raising loans on the capital
market and servicing the debt through the Board's tariff structures.
Primary Activities
The primary activity of Mhlathuze Water is divided into core business and non-core business.
Primary Activities - Core Business
• Inter-Basin Transfers,
• The supply of Raw, clarified and potable water,
• Regional Effluent Disposal System.
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Figure 1. Mhlathuze Water Area of Operation (Mhlathuze Water, 2003)
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Primary Activities - Non-core Business
• Contractual service provision to various municipalities.
• Rural water services development.
• Acting as Implementing Agent for Department of Water Affairs and Forestry
(DWAF).
Other Activities
Commercial provision of Scientific Services to outside organizations.
As a public sector water utility created in terms of Water Act 54 of 1954, MW has legislative
mandate to provide support services to DWAF and other government institutions such as
municipalities and Catchment Management Agencies (CMAs).
The National Water Act (NWA) of 1998 requires that the Minister of Water Affairs and
Forestry delegates the management of water resources to regional & local levels through the
establishment of the CMAs. Within Mhlathuze Water's area of operation, the Usuthu-
Mhlathuze Catchment Management Agency will be established (NWA, 1998).
In terms of section 77 of the NWA, the CMA is a body corporate that will have a board that is
representative of all stakeholders. The Minister will appoint the members of the board and do
so with the object of achieving a balance among the interests of water users, potential water
users, local and provincial government and environmental interest groups (NWA, 1998).
In essence the objective of the CMA is to manage and coordinate water resources
management functions at local level. This includes the power to manage, monitor, conserve
and protect water resources and to implement catchment management strategies (NWA,
1998).
1.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Because of shortage of water resource specialist skills such as water resource monitoring,
water resource assessment, flood prevention, and resource protection to mention few, the
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Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA will have to outsource some of the specialist functions to private and
public institutions like Mhlathuze Water on a competitive basis (DWAF, 2003).
Recognizing the importance and need for dedicated capacity and expertise in water resource
management, the Board of Mhlathuze Water commissioned the establishment of the Water
Resources Department to, amongst the others, develop a positioning strategy that will ensure
Mhlathuze Water is the preferred service provider to the imminent Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA.
The challenge therefore is to develop a positioning strategy that will ensure Mhlathuze Water
is the service provider of choice to the Usuthu-Mhlathuze Catchment Management Agency.
1.3 PURPOSE
The primary purpose of the dissertation is to analyze and understand the needs of the Usuthu-
Mhlathuze CMA as well as MW's competencies so as to develop positioning strategy for
MW.
To achieve the primary purpose of the dissertation the following research objectives have
been identified:
• Identification of the needs of the target CMA.
• Identification of MW's strengths and weaknesses to see if MW can satisfy the needs
of the target CMA.
• Analysis of competitors' strengths and weaknesses to measure MW against
competitors.
The analyses will provide a base essential for developing and recommending a positioning
strategy to MW.
1. 4 CHAPTER PLAN
Chapter 1: Introduction
The chapter will provide background and motivation for the dissertation. In addition, it will
outline the objectives of the research and also introduce the rest of the dissertation by
presenting chapter plans.
Chapter 2: Catchment Management Agencies
The chapter will discuss the legislative framework supporting and guiding the establishment
of the CMAs; catchment management guideline documents meant to provide guidance to the
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imminent CMAs; compare the South Africa CMA model to that of Australia and bring to light
challenges confronting developing countries in establishing CMAs and the Usuthu-Mhlathuze
CMA in particular.
Chapter 3: Positioning
The chapter will discuss the theory of positioning by firstly defining positioning, then explain
the role of positioning in marketing, and finally provide guidance in terms of what the
components of a positioning strategy should be.
Chapter 4:Methodology
To develop positioning strategy of Mhlathuze Water three analyses will be conducted. This
includes the needs, competitor and internal analyses.
4.1 Needs analysis
The needs analysis will outline the needs of the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA using information
from the:
• Usuthu-Mhlathuze Situation assessment.
• Proposal to establish the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA.
• Legal review on CMAs.
• Australian documentation on catchment management institutions.
4.2 Competitor Analysis
This part of the methodology will assess MW's servIce offerings in relation to the
competition's offerings. The section provides the strength and weakness analysis of individual
competitors that are likely to target the CMA as service providers. Information that contains a
profile of most organizations in the water sector operating in the area of the CMA will be
sourced from MW's consultants panel. The consultants panel is a list of service providers in
engineering and water resource management sector readily available to MW should
consulting services be required.
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4.3 Internal Analysis
The internal analysis will focus on the evaluation of MW's strengths and weaknesses to
determine if MW has got competences to seize opportunities that may be presented with the
establishment ofUsuthu-Mhlathuze CMA and deal with threats posed by undesirable situation
in the environment. In other words, the analysis will be helpful in matching MW's resources
and capabilities to the water resource management services opportunities that may be made
available by the CMA as it outsources some of its functions.
Chapter 5: Findings and Discussion
Findings and discussion chapter would report on analyses conducted in methodology chapter.
The chapter will also discuss findings in relation to the positioning theory.
Chapter 6: Conclusion and Recommendations





Chapter 2 provides the water industry context within which the Catchment Management
Agencies (CMAs) will be established. The subsections will (i) discuss the legislative
framework supporting and guiding the establishment of the CMAs; (ii) discuss catchment
management guideline documents meant to provide guidance to the imminent CMAs; (iii)
compare the South African CMA model to that of Australia and (iv) bring to light challenges
confronting developing countries in establishing CMAs and the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA in
particular.
2.1 WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT BY CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT
AGENCIES
Water is a wonderful substance that occurs naturally in solid, liquid and gaseous form
(Clarke, 2002). It is recognized as the most fundamental and indispensable of all natural
resources and neither socio-economic development nor environmental diversity can be
sustained without water (Ashton and Seetal, 2002).
Despite the fact that the earth is encapsulated by water that covers 71 % of the planet, water is
a scare commodity (Clarke, 2002). Of the planet's total water, 98% is undrinkable seawater,
1,2% is locked in the polar caps and the glaciers, and only 0.8% is left for drinking, irrigation,
manufacturing, brewing, sewage, washing, and so forth. (Clarke, 2002).
The earth's average rainfall over the entire surface is 850mm per year. South Africa's annual
rainfall is 500mm per year making it a semi-arid country (DWAF, 1996). South African water
resources are therefore scarce and need to be effectively and efficiently managed for the
current and future generations (Clarke, 2002). The Department of Water Affairs and Forestry
(DWAF) has recognized that the establishment of catchment institutions at local level is the
best way of ensuring water resources are utilized in a sustainable manner (DWAF, 1996).
Catchment management is the management of water resources within a water drainage basin
(Lake Eyre Basin, 1997). It is the relationships of people living upstream and downstream of
the river basin connected by the fact that one person's consumption may be another's loss, and
one person's waste disposal another's pollution (Lake Eyre Basin, 1997).
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The process towards the establishment of catchment management agencies in South Africa is
a politically-led process underpinned by a number of pieces of legislation. The next
subsections discuss legislation that gives effect to the management of water resources by
CMAs.
2.1.1 Catchment Management Agencies' legislative framework
The establishment of the CMAs in South Africa is given effect by the National Water Act of
1998 (NWA, 1998). The essence of establishing CMAs is basically to ensure that water
resources are utilized in a sustainable manner for the current and future generations (NWA,
1998). It is widely recognized that best way of sustainably managing water resources is to
have these resources managed at regional or local level by the people themselves (DWAF,
1996). South Africa is a signatory of many Multinational Environmental Agreements (MEAs)
that give effect to the right to an environment that is not harmful and access to basic water
supply. The following are some of the examples of Multilateral Environmental Agreements
(MEA) that lead to the entrenchment of CMA concept in the South African legislation:
(a) The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES)
CITES is one of the first MEAs drawn up and entered into force around 1973. CITES
objective is to control trade in endangered species and their parts, as well as products made
from such species. It establishes trade controls, ranging from a complete ban to a partial
licensing system (The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species, 2003).
(b) The Vienna Convention on Substances that Deplete the Stratospheric Ozone Layer,
with the Montreal Protocol
The objective of the Montreal Protocol is to institute a regime of control for several classes of
industrial chemicals now known to harm the stratospheric ozone layer. It aims to control trade
in ozone-depleting substances and trade in products containing controlled substances (The
Vienna Convention on Substances that Deplete the Stratospheric Ozone Layer, with the
Montreal Protocol, 2003)
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(c) The Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movement of Hazardous
Wastes and their Disposal
The Basel Convention resulted from the concern of developing countries, particularly in
Africa, that they could become the dumping grounds for hazardous wastes that could no
longer be disposed of in the developed world. The Basel Convention has been marked by
disputes over the most appropriate strategy for controlling the movement of hazardous waste
(regional bans versus prior informed consent) and the technical difficulty in establishing
unambiguous distinctions between wastes and materials for recycling (The Basel Convention
on the Control of Transboundary Movement of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal, 2003).
(d) The Convention on Biological Diversity
The objective of the convention is to conserve biological diversity, the sustainable use of its
components and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the use of genetic
resources (The Convention on Biological Diversity, 2003).
(e) The Convention on Climate Change and Kyoto protocol
The ultimate objective of the convention and the protocol is to achieve stabilization of
greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous
anthropogenic interference with the climate system. Such a level should be achieved within a
time frame sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate change, to ensure that
food production is not threatened and to enable economic development to proceed in a
sustainable manner (The United Nations Framework Conventions on Climate Changes, 2003)
(f) The Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent (PlC) Procedure for
Certain Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade
The purpose of this convention is to ensure that the appropriate authorities in the importing
country are informed promptly if the imported goods are banned or severely limited in the
countries of their origin (The Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent (PlC)
Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade, 2003).
Summary
Environmental agreements and treaties of which South Africa is a signatory informed the
entrenchment of sustainable utilization of natural resources in the country's legislation. The
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next section briefly discusses several South Africa pieces of legislation enforcing sustainable
development.
2.1.2 South African Legislation underpinning the establishment of CMAs
Starting with the Constitution, the South African government has promulgated various pieces
of legislation that give effect to its commitment to Multilateral Environmental Agreements.
(a) The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996 is the highest and most
important law of the land (The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996).
The Constitution provides that everyone has the right to an environment that is not harmful to
their health or well being; and to have the environment protected, for the benefit of present
and future generations, through reasonable legislative measures that among the others ensures
sustainable development (The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996).
Furthermore, section 27 of the Constitution provides that everyone has the right to sufficient
food and water (The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996).
To give effect to the right to basic water and to a healthy environment, the Water Services Act
108 of 1997 (WSA) and the National Water Act 36 of 1998 (NWA) Act were, amongst the
others, passed as laws. The WSA and the NWA were passed by DWAF as the custodian of all
water resources and primarily the responsible authority for the provision of water services.
(b) The Water Services Act 108 of 1997
The object of the Water Services Act 108 of 1997 (WSA) is, amongst the others, to provide
for the right to access to basic water supply and sanitation; and to provide for the
establishment and disestablishment of water boards and water services committees and their
powers and duties (WSA, 1997). In terms of section 29 of the WSA, the primary function of
the water boards is to provide water services to other water services institutions within its
service areas. The government-owned water boards currently operate water resource
infrastructure, bulk potable water supply schemes (selling to municipalities and industries),
some retail water infrastructure and some waste water systems. Furthermore, in terms of
section 30 of the WSA, water boards may perform an activity other than its primary activity
(WSA 1997). These activities may include, but not limited to (WSA, 1997):
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• Providing management services, training and other support services to water services
institutions, in order to promote co-operation in the provision of water services;
• Providing catchment management services to or on behalf of the responsible
authorities;
According to South African Association of Water Utilities (SAAWU), there are currently 19
water boards providing bulk water to municipalities (SAAWU, 2003). Prior to the
promulgation of the WSA, water boards had a monopoly in the provision of bulk water
services within their area of supply, which was protected by legislation (SAAWU, 2003).
That is, municipalities were obliged to use the bulk water services provided by a water board.
The WSA changed the relationship between water boards and municipalities in order to
ensure consistency with the South African Constitution, which allocated the primary
responsibility for ensuring the delivery of water services to local government (SAAWU,
2003). This change meant that municipalities are no longer obliged to use the services of
water boards and that all services provided by water boards to municipalities must be
undertaken by means of mutually agreed contracts (WSA, 1997). The promulgation of the
new legislation meant that it is no longer business as usual for the water boards. It also meant
that Water boards now operate in a truly competitive water services industry where they need
to establish themselves as entities that can compete with and beat both private sector and other
public sector entities for business opportunities (SAAWU, 2003). This means that water
boards like Mhlathuze Water (MW) need to position themselves as service provider of choice
to institution like CMAs that will be operating within the industry.
(c) The National Water Act 39 of 1998
The National Water Act (NWA) gives effect to the constitutional proviso of the right to an
environment that is not harmful and protected for the benefit of present and future generations
from the water resources point of view (NWA, 1998). It also gives effect to section 27 of the
Constitution that provides the right to sufficient food and water. The general objective of the
Act is to ensure that the nation's water resources are protected, used, developed, conserved,
effectively and efficiently managed (NWA, 1998). To achieve this purpose, the Act requires
that the minister of Water Affairs establish suitable institutions to implement the law.
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Chapter 7 of the NWA provides for the progressive establishment of the CMAs by the
Minister of DWAF (NWA, 1998). The purpose of establishing these agencies is to delegate
water resource management to regional or catchment level and to involve local communities.
In terms of Government Notice No 1160 of October 1999, South Africa is divided into 19
Water Management Areas (Figure 2). A CMA will be established in each Water Management
Area (WMA) (Government Notice No 1160, 1990). It is expected that there will be three
CMA in Kwazulu Natal. The Mvoti to Mzimkhulu CMA, Thukela CMA and the Usuthu to
Mhlathuze CMA (Figure 3). MW area of operation mainly covers the Usuthu-Mhlathuze
WMA (Figure 1, p. 2).
The CMA will develop and give effect to a catchment management strategy, which provides
the framework for management of water resources in a WMA and that is in harmony with the
National Water Resources Strategy (DWAF, 2000).
Every CMA will be governed by a board, representing the interests of water users, potential
water users, local and provincial government and environmental interest groups (DWAF,
2000). The board must seek cooperation and agreement on water-related matters from the
various stakeholders and interest groups within the WMA (DWAF, 2000). Furthermore, the
governing board does not form the actual water resources management functions, but rather
ensure that these are performed within specified parameters, either by the CMA staff or other
organizations to which functions have been delegated or contracted (DWAF, 2000).
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Figure 3 The three Water Management Areas (WMAs) in Kwazulu-Natal (DWAF, 2003).
Because of the envisaged capacity challenges, varIOUS functions of the CMA may be
outsourced under a management or service contract, to private companies, public institutions
or other organizations (DWAF, 2003). While legal functions such as setting water user
charges and issuing licenses cannot be contracted out, there are a range of functions that
legally can be outsourced, such as identifying significant water management issues within the
WMA and potential means of addressing them (DWAF, 2003); spring and source protection;
flood prevention; construction and operation of waterworks; monitoring the performance of
water users; monitoring the condition of water resources (including collection and analysis of
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information); education on water resource management; training and capacity building within
the CMA and amongst other stakeholders; collection of water use charges; debt collection;
financial and non-financial audits; engineering; security and cleaTling services; operation of
workshops; communication and public relations; recruitment of CMA staff (DWAF, 2003).
The WSA allows for Water Boards to provide support services to the CMA should the CMA
decide to outsource any of these function (NWA, 1998).
Summary
The establishment of CMAs in South Africa is a political imperative informed by many
treaties of which South Africa is signatory. The South African Constitution has since provided
for sound environmental management. From a water resources management point of view, the
South African government has promulgated the NWA that provides for the establishment of
CMAs to effectively and efficiently manage water resources. Furthermore, the WSA that
provides for the establishment of Water Boards was also promulgated. In terms of the WSA,
Water boards may provide support services to CMAs.
A number of guides have also been mainly produced by DWAF and the Water Research
Commission (WRC) to assist and provide support to the development and implementation of
CMAs in South Africa. The next sections looks at them.
2.1.3 Catchment Management Agencies' Guideline documentation
To assist with the development and functioning of CMAs, several guideline documents have
been written because delegation of water resource management to the lower levels can only
be successful if accompanied by appropriate support in terms of tools, resources, etc.
The WRC and DWAF have played a leading role in providing guideline documents to
imminent CMAs. The formative documents began in 1996 with a joint publication report
entitled 'The Philosophy and Practice of Integrated Catchment Management - Implications for
Water Resources Management in South Africa' (DWAF, 1996). The publication presented the
result of a research project that reviewed local and overseas experiences with integrated
catchment management (ICM). The report then provided suggestions for the incorporation of
ICM principles into South African water resource management policy (DWAF, 1996). The
document was the first step in the development of a perspective on South Africa's water
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resource management (Karodia, 1998). The document informed the formulation of the' White
paper on a National Water Policy for South Africa' CDWAF, 1997).
The 'White paper on a National Water Policy for South Mrica' was followed by a set of
guidelines for the development of catchment management plans: 'Guidelines for Catchment
Management to Achieve Integrated Water Resources management in South Africa' (Gorgens,
et al. 1998). The object of the document was to accentuate the importance of integrated
catchment management as an all-encompassing concept, requiring the integration of water
resource management with land management and environmental resource management.
However, the document recommended that the implementation of CMAs be an incremental
approach whereby the emphasis within CMAs would be on the integration of the water
resources only, and in the short term leaving land management and environmental resource
management out (Gorgens, et al. 1998). The base for this was that the inclusion of all would
place huge demands on the resources and coordinatory capacity of the South African
government (Gorgens, et al. 1998). Rather than inviting failure by commencing on too
ambitious a footing, DWAF opted for incremental approach (Karodia, 1998).
Another project was initiated by DWAF together with WRC in the late 1997 to create a
strategic plan detailing the steps required for the implementation of catchment management
agencies in South Africa (DWAF and WRC, 1998). DWAF then released two publications,
'The National Policy on the Implementation of Catchment Management in South Africa' in
July 2000 (DWAF, 2000) and 'The development of a generic framework for a catchment
management strategy' in January 2001 (DWAF, 2001) to basically present framework
template to facilitate preparation of the catchment management strategies that will be
developed by the CMAs.
In November 2001 DWAF produced a 'Guideline on the viability study for the establishment
of a catchment management agency' (DWAF, 2001a). This guideline document provided
background, indicated issues that should be considered, and outlined an approach to assessing
CMA viability. The viability study provided a strategic framework for the CMA operation
based on specified assumptions, and highlighted critical requirements for a viable and
sustainable CMA as proposed (DWAF, 2001a).
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Summary
In brief, the guideline documents provide a framework for the development of CMAs in terms
of their functioning and operational structures. The next section looks at the South African
model in relation to the tried and tested CMA model adopted by the Australians.
2.1.5 CMAs in Australia vis-a-vis CMAs in South Africa
The Catchment Management Authorities in Australia are established under the Catchment and
Land Protection Act of 1994 (CLPA, 1994) to ensure integrated catchment management in
their areas of operation. The considerable degradation of land, water and biodiversity
resources, that impacts rural communities, economic production and natural ecosystems
basically led to the establishment of CMAs across Australia (CLPA, 1994).
The CMAs in Australia not only focus on water resources, as is the case with the envisaged
CMAs in South Africa. They also focus on land management issues and integrate the two
(water and land management). The integration of land and water issues is informed by the
interconnectivity of hydrology, land-use and aquatic ecology subsumed under the broader
concept of natural resources, and, as complimentary life-support systems, under the even
broader concept of the environment (Gorgens et al. 1998). According to Karodia (1998), the
separation of the management of water resources from the land issues is a deliberate action by
the South African government not to place huge demands on the newly established CMAs.
The idea is to avoid failure by commencing on a too ambitious a footing, but instead adopt an
incremental approach that will later look at land management issues as well (Karodia, 1998).
The CMAs establishment in Australia are driven by the lead government agency that after
identifying problems such as water quality through their monitoring networks initiate
discussions with relevant stakeholders in the catchment (DWAF, 1996). Stakeholders, with
the guidance and technical support of the lead agency, will form a CMA to mainly deal with
the identified problem (DWAF, 1996). The CMA will then develop objectives and strategy to
address identified problems. With time, the CMA will look at the other catchment problems
as its capacity increases, again with the support of the lead government agency (DWAF,
1996). The lead government agency can be the department that deals with water, environment
or even agriculture (DWAF, 1996). Similarly, the establishment of CMAs in South Africa is
driven by DWAF that also identifies a wide range of water resources challenges through
monitoring networks (NWA, 1998). After the establishment of CMAs, DWAF will then only
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look at policy matters related to water resources management and provide support to the
CMAs that will be looking at operational matters at local level (NWA, 1998).
The structural set-up of the CMAs in Australia is similar to the envisaged structural set-up of
CMAs in South Africa. The Australian structural set-up is comprised of:
The Board that is directly responsible for the development of strategic direction for land and
water management in the region (DSE, 2004). The board also set priorities, evaluate the
effectiveness of outcomes, monitor the external and internal environment and identify
opportunities (DSE, 2004).
The Implementation Committees (ICs) that are conduits for local community input, and are
responsible for the development of detailed work programs and the oversight of on-ground
program delivery for specific issues or sub-catchments (DSE, 2004).
The Staff that is there to support the Board and rcs oversee development and implementation
of programs and liaise with the community, government and other catchment-focused
organizations (DSE, 2004).
Along similar lines the CMAs in South Africa will be comprised of:
The Governing Board - whose aim is to enable local interests to influence decisions about
integrated water resources management within the CMA area of operation (DWAF, 2000).
The governing board will also be representative of expertise, demographics, gender and
previous involvement in water resources issues (DWAF, 2000).
Catchment Management Committees (CMCs) - that will act as conduits between water
resources bodies and institutions such as Water Boards (DWAF, 2000) The essence of
establishing CMCs is an acknowledgement of the fact that the CMA area of management will
be too large and diverse for the CMA to effectively management it (NWA, 1998).
The staff - headed by the Chief Executive Officer will ensure implementation of the
governing board's of policies and programmes. The CMA will have minimal staff and
outsource all work that other service providers can provide more efficiently (DWAF, 2000).
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Summary
In brief, the CMA model of South Africa is very similar to that of Australia in terms of
structure and function. The similarities suggest that the South African model is based on the
Australian's model. The main question though, is whether CMA model in a developing
country based on a model adopted from a developed one will function in a country with
completely different challenges and obstacles. The next section looks at challenges facing
CMAs in developing countries.
2.1.6 Catchment Management challenges in developing countries
The concept of catchment management has been around for a long time in many developed
countries like the United States, Canada, Britain and New Zealand (Lake Eyre Basin, 1997).
In developing countries, however, the concept is still relatively new and the model has, in
general terms, not been successful (Lake Eyre Basin, 1997). For example, the Damodar
Valley Authority, India's attempt to adopt the USA's Tennessee Valley Authority model,
proved to be a failure. Four decades after it was established, the only thing the Authority is
managing is a thermal power plant (Lake Eyre Basin, 1997). In China, Basin Management
Committees were established as early as the 1950s in some of the major river basins, such as
the Yangtse and the Yellow, to plan and exploit water resources, generate electricity, mitigate
flood damage and provide facilities for navigation. But the Committees quickly abandoned
their broad agenda, and in the end focused narrowly on irrigation (Lake Eyre Basin, 1997). In
Sri Lanka, the experience was much the same: a Water Resource Board was established in
1964 to promote integrated water resources planning. The Board never worked on its broad
mandate, but instead concentrated on hydrological investigations and drilling tube wells (Lake
Eyre Basin, 1997).
The adoption and implementation of the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA in South Africa is also
faced by several challenges ranging from socio-political issues to technical capacity and
capabilities challenges.
Socio-Political challenges
The estimated population of the Water Management Area (WMA), the CMA area of
operation, is 2,2 million (Census, 2001). The socio-economic analysis reveals great disparities
in terms of income, education and access to services, as is common in may parts of South
Africa (DWAF, 2003a). The average per capita income for the area is R5 300, which is well
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below the national average of R9 520 (DWAF, 2003). In addition, the poverty index of the
WMA is very high with the most impoverished areas generally situated in rural parts of the
WMA (DWAF, 2003a). The Ingwavuma district has in fact the second highest poverty index
in the whole of the country. It has been stated that in the Mhlathuze sub-basin in Kwazulu-
Natal, around 10 percent of the people, typically the better off, use 99 percent of available
water resources (Steyl et al. 2000).
The WMA is subject to a range of political tensions as well. The CMA will have to manage
tensions in carrying out its mandate (DWAF, 2003a). As such, it will have to ensure that it is
seen to be part of a broader suite of co-operative governance and be seen to be consulting
widely and in good faith.
Water Quality Challenges
Potential problems with managing the pollution occurring in the Usuthu-Mhlathuze Water
Management Area (WMA) are its size, multiple-catchments and dispersed nature (DWAF,
2001 b).
Mhlathuze catchment, one of the multiple catchments of the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA, is a
relatively small catchment with quite large areas of formal agriculture (DWAF, 2001b).
Around Babanango, there is generally extensive livestock production that may pose pollution
(DWAF, 2001 b). Some erosion problems are also likely, particularly in the steep topography
of the central valley area, which is predominantly subsistence agriculture. Areas of intensive
vegetable production also exist (DWAF, 2001 b). Towards the coast, the gradient flattens out,
and sugar cane productions dominant, with soil loss and some nutrient and biocide
contamination possible. Waste and bi-products from the milling of cane are potentially and
historically (Archibald et a1.1969 cited by DWAF, 2001b) sources of significant organic
pollution. Close to the coast, urban and industrial problems from Empangeni, eSikhawini and
the Richards Bay complex are significant, and includes issues related to the harbour and
shipping (Archibald et a1.1969 cited by DWAF, 2001 b). The newly developing nCOR
mining operation may also contribute to mineral and sediment pollution in this area (DWAF,
2001 b).
Small adjacent catchments include the Mlalazi, with Eshowe and Mtunzini towns, and the
Matigulu, with Gingindlovu and Matigulu towns (DWAF, 2001 b). These catchments include
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quite significant rural populations with eroSIOn problems predominant (DWAF, 2001b).
Localised faecal and related pollution is likely from some of the denser settlements, and
extensive areas of sugarcane close to the coast may cause related pollution problems (DWAF,
2001 b).
Faecal and nutrient pollution is likely in the upper Mfolozi catchment from Vryheid and
settlement areas such as Emondolo (DWAF, 2001 b). Mine related pollution problems are
also possible with elevated sulphate levels from the upper Black Mfolozi River having been
identified and attributable to coal mining (DWAF, 2001b). The HluWuwe Umfolozi Game
Reserve Complex is well-managed land use area with limited pollution potential (DWAF,
2001b). Below this, limited erosion related sediment and nutrient problems, and some
localized faecal problems are likely in the flatter coastal margin where there are quite large
areas of subsistence rural agriculture (including several other small catchments in the
Nongoma area), commercial sugar cane (large and small scale), other plantation crops and
some forestry (DWAF, 2001b). Mtubatuba has some faecal and nutrient pollution potential,
and a large sugar mill is located here, with historical records of organic enrichment from
wastes (Archibald et al.1969 cited by DWAF 2001b).
DWAF (2003) noted gross pollution (high TDS, low pH, high sulphate and iron
concentrations) in the Mkhuze River from coalmines in the Vryheid area. The central areas of
both catchments are quite dissected and have some erosion potential, but in general are
utilized reasonably well by commercial livestock farming and game reserves (DWAF, 2003).
Close to the Swaziland border, there are some population concentrations including Pongola
town, but pollution problems are limited, localized and faecal in nature (DWAF, 2003).
Historical records (Archibald et a1.l969 cited by DWAF 2001b) note high organic pollution
immediately below the town of Pongola but that the river recovered quite quickly after the
town. The coastal flats below the Ubombo Mountains have significant irriaation schemese ,
which may cause problems (DWAF, 2003). The water table is very high, with salinity an
issue (DWAF, 2003).
This section demonstrates that poor water quality pose a serious threat to water resources in
the WMA and should as such receive appropriate attention from the CMA management.
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Alien Vegetation
The impact of alien vegetation in South Africa has become a major problem with severe
consequences on the environment, particularly the water environment (Versveld et al. 1998).
Various studies into the impact of alien vegetation have demonstrated that about 8% of the
country is already invaded by alien vegetation, with an estimated 7% water consumed
annually by these plants (Versveld et al. 1998). More worrying is the realization that these
plants have a potential to increase at an estimated rate of 5% annually if left unchecked
(Versveld et al. 1998).
Further compounding the threat posed by alien plants in general is the obvious lack of
adequate resources to support initiatives that aim to bring alien invasive plants under control.
According to Versveld and co-workers (1998), it would already have required an estimated
R600 Million a year over five years by 1998 to effectively remove alien plants in the country
(Versveld et al. 1998). These costs estimated equates to some R20 Billion budget over a 20-
year projection to control alien plants in the country. However, the costs of doing nothing are
even worse (Versveld et al. 1998). The CMA will have to systematically deal with alien
plants situation in the WMA.
The Mhlathuze River System in the Usuthu-Mhlathuze Water Management Area has been
identified as one ofthe most infected of the province (Versveld et al. 1998). Mhlathuze Water
(2003) identified over 40 species of alien vegetation in the Mhlathuze River System.
The benefits associated with the eradication or reduction of alien plants and appropriate re-
vegetation and management measures ranges from improved yields and quality of the
freshwater resource systems, social empowerment through job creation (Mosai and Chunda,
2003), financial savings for water users in the water management area (as a result of
augmentation deferment), to sustained biodiversity (and associated improved tourism
opportunities), prevention of soil erosion (with resultant protection of arable land)/ siltation
and hence prevention of blockage of rivers (with associated impacts on aquatic life) (Kasrils,
2000).
Chunda et al. (2003) and Magadlela (2000) reveal a host of challenges facing alien plant
control programs. Among the challenges are: (a) The ad hoc and inconspicuous nature with
which areas for clearing initiatives are being selected for intervention (Magadlela 2000); (b)
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The gross lack of knowledge and information conveyance to the intended beneficiaries of the
program (characterized by the enhanced spread of the alien species such as Chromolaena
odorata and Lantana camara chiefly used as hedge/fence by rural communities) and relevant
authorities (Chunda et al. 2003) as well as; (c) The lack of sufficient resources to support the
control programs in the region where joblessness and poverty is rife (Chunda et al. 2003).
The CMA will have to commission programmes targeted at systematically and deliberately
dealing with the spread of invasive alien plants in the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA.
Financial challenges
The Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA will be funded from two main sources. Ongoing income and
initial DWAF seed funding (DWAF, 2003a).
The primary sources of the going funding for Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA WMA will mainly be
charges for irrigation, urban and industrial use, forestry and water transfers (DWAF, 2003a).
The WMA is a net exporter of water via the two transfer schemes from the upper Usuthu into
the Vaal system (DWAF, 2003a). This scheme will provide the facility for the CMA to gain
additional income for its catchment management efforts. Similarly, however the WMA will
become responsible to pay for the water transfer from the Thukela WMA. The estimated
proportion of income generated by the five ongoing income sources is shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Funding Sources for Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA (DWAF, 2003a).
Funding Source Year 1 (%) Year 10 (%)
Forestry 15 15
Irrigation 8 14
Urban and Industrial 22 33
Water transfers (Balance of outflow and 1 2
inflows)
DWAF subsidies 54 35
Totals 100 100
The other source of funding is the initial DWAF seed funding (DWAF, 2003a). This is
extremely important as it comes at a point in the CMA's history when it will be at its most
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vulnerable (DWAF, 2003a). The seed-funding amount will be calculated based on
differences between income and expenditure (DWAF, 2001).
The major reason for the funding is to cover very significant once-off costs in terms of the
establishment of systems and infrastructure and carrying out strategic studies and
investigations in the first few years (DWAF, 2003a).
In the first year of operation, the Usuthu-Mhlathuze WMA will need an estimated total budget
of R13m. Operational budget of R9m and capital budget of R4m. The CMA will, however,
only receive an income of R11m from tariffs charged to water users. To make up for the
shortfall of R2m, a subsidy (seed funding) will be needed from DWAF to make the CMA
viable (DWAF, 2003a).
Of the Rl3m expenditure, a paltry R2.2m will go to water resource management programmes
in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 The Usuthu-Mhlathuze water resource management programmes' budget for the
first year of existence.
PROGRAMMES BUDGET (R'OOO)
Working for Water· 200
Catchment Management Strategy 500
Reserve determinations 200
River Sampling and analysis 100
Water Resources analysis 1 200
TOTAL 2200
DWAF (2003a) make obvious that the CMA will be operating on shoestring budget that
cannot support the implementation of most water resources management programmes. The
CMA will then have to exploit other avenues to raise additional funds to implement a full
spectrum of water resource management programmes.
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Technical capabilities challenges
It is envisaged that in the early operational stages, the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA may not have
the necessary human resources in terms of numbers and capability. It is therefore
recommended (DWAF, 2001) that specialist functions that require sometimes-esoteric skill
sets be outsourced under a management or service contract, to private companies or public
institutions. This includes: spring and source protection; flood prevention; construction and
operation of waterworks; monitoring the performance of water users; monitoring the
condition of water resources (including collection and analysis of information); education on
water resource management; training and capacity building within the CMA and amongst
other stakeholders; collection of water use charges; debt collection; fmancial and non-
financial audits; engineering; security and cleaning services; operation of workshops;
communication and public relations; recruitment of CMA staff. However, legal functions such
as setting water user charges and issuing licenses cannot be contracted out (DWAF, 2001).
It is therefore critical that the CMA utilize institutions with good credentials as they outsource
some of its technical functions.
Information management challenges
According to the National Water Act, one of the CMAs initial functions will be to develop a
catchment management strategy (NWA, 1998). For the CMA to do so it will require
capability in information systems and address basic management support functions such
Internet access, Email, billing, debtors, asset management, etc. DWAF (2003) highlighted the
serious lack of information on a number of the significant rivers. To correct this, the report
recomniended extensive monitoring programmes, both in terms of quantity and quality issues.
Summary
The imminent Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA will be faced by several daunting challenges. These
include financial, technical and socio-political challenges. Most of these challenges are likely
to be areas of need for the CMA particularly technical challenges that will probably be
outsourced (DWAF, 2003).
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MW intends providing support services to the imminent CMA and as such needs to position
itself as a service provider of choice. The next chapter provides. a review of positioning theory




The prevIOUS chapter described Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA in terms of its legislative
framework, objectives, operational structure and functions. The previous chapter also
highlighted challenges that are faced by the imminent Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA. Because of
the lack of capacity and technical capabilities in rising to these challenges, the CMA will have
to outsource most of its technical functions to outside service providers on a competitive basis
(DWAF, 2003). For MW, this means that the organization must be competitive to be the
service provider of choice to the CMA. In other words, MW services' relative to the
competition's offering will have to occupy a distinctly distinguishable place in the mind of the
target market, i.e. the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA (Kotler, 2000).
This chapter reviews the theory of positioning that will be essential in positioning MW as a
service provider of choice to Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA. The chapter also defines positioning,
explains the role of positioning in marketing, and provides guidance in terms of what the
components of a positioning strategy should be.
3.1 POSITIONING DEFINITION
Trout (1996 p. ix) defines positioning "not as what you do to the product, but what you do to
the mind." His contention is that "the ultimate battleground is the mind, and the better you
understand how the minds works, the better you'll understand how positioning works."
Similarly, Hopkins (2003, p. 1) describes positioning "as understanding your niche and
defining your competitive edge." Hopkins' (2003, p. 1) definition specifically mentions
competition. Furthermore, "positioning creates clarity both externally and internally."
Internally it "energizes the people and resources in a business toward a unified strategy for
future growth." Hopkins (2003, p. 1). Positioning is also defined as "how one gives one's
product or service brand identification." (Liraz 2002, p. 1). Further explained, positioning is
"analyzing each market segment as defined by the research activities and developing a distinct
position for each segment." (Liraz 2002, p. 1). The organization must determine how it wants
to appear to the target segment, or what must be done for the target segment to ensure that it
buys the product or service (Liraz, 2002). Kotler (2000, p. 298) simply defines positioning as
"a distinctive place a product or service occupies in the mind ofthe target market."
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Trout and Reis (1989) define positioning by emphasising the need to communicate a
positioning strategy with the right and relevant target market. "Positioning is an organized
system for finding windows in the mind. It's based on the concept that communication can
only take place at the right time and under the right circumstances." (Reis and Trout 2001, p.
21). In essence, this definition suggests that marketers should look for open windows of the
mind that have been targeted and only communicate with these windows as positioning
opportunities. To further explain positioning, Reis and Trout (2001, p. 219) define positioning
as "thinking in reverse. Instead of starting with yourself you start with the mind of a prospect.
Instead of asking what you are, you ask what position you already own in the mind of a
prospect."
3.2 THE ROLE OF POSITIONING IN MARKETING
The role of positioning in the marketing strategy is to link market analysis and competitive
analysis to the internal corporate analysis (Lovelock, 1996). Lovelock (1996, p. 170) views
these three analyses as diagnostic tools" providing input to decisions relating to product
development, service delivery, pricing, and communication strategy." There are three
principal uses of positioning in marketing management (Lovelock, 1996):
1. Defining and understanding the relationship between products and markets.
2. Identifying market opportunities for introducing new products and redesigning
existing products.
3. Making marketing mix decisions relative to what the competition does.
Consequentially, Lovelock's (1996) approach in developing the positioning strategy involves
three steps:
Market analysis was the first step identified. In executing this analysis the following
fundamental questions are raised (Lovelock, 1996):
• What is the overall trend and level of the demand for the service offered?
• What is the geographic position ofthis demand?
• Is the demand increasing or decreasing?
• Are there variations for the demand?
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This analysis is "needed to gain a better understanding of not only the customer's needs and
preferences within each different segment, but also how each perceives the competition."
Lovelock's (1996, p. 171). A market analysis mainly includes market segmentation and target
strategy of the selected target audience (Lovelock, 1996).
According to Oliver (2002), understanding market segmentation is very important in that not
all customers in a broadly defined market have the same needs. Furthermore, marketing
practitioners have to select a segment and serve it. Oliver (2002) also emphasized that
marketers need not straddle segments and sit between them. He further suggested that
marketers need to understand how their market works (market structure), list what is bought
(including where, when, how applications), list who buys (demographics, psychographies),
list why they buy (needs, benefits sought), and search for groups with similar needs (Oliver
2002).
Obringer (2003) argues that determining the right target audience is probably the most
important part of marketing efforts, because "it doesn't matter what you're saying if you're not
saying it to the right people" (Obringer 2003, market plan page).
Internal corporate analysis was the second analysis identified by Lovelock (1996). Here the
organization looks at its human, physical, information and financial resources together with
an assessment of limitations and constraints. This analysis suggests the execution of an
internal environment analysis (strength/weaknesses analysis) to determine if the organization
has got competences to seize opportunities and deal with threats posed by undesirable
situation in the market (Kotler, 2000).
Competitive analysis was the third analysis Lovelock (1996) identified. The analysis provides
a sense of competitors strengths and weaknesses, "which, in turn, may suggest opportunities
for differentiation." Lovelock (1996, p. 171)
Put differently, the analysis assists managers in understanding who their rivals are, what their
latest moves are, what their strengths and weaknesses are and what their likely future moves
are. Reis and Trout (2001, p. 38) said: "In today's market place the competitor's position is
just as important as your own". Thompson and Strickland (2003, p. 103) describe the process
of paying attention to what the competitors are doing as 'competitive intelligence'. Obringer
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(2003) continues by saymg competitive analysis covers not only the directly competing
companies (those who offer a very similar product with similar attributes), but also other
product/service variations the firms may be competing with. In summary, Obringer (2003)
recommends that In conducting the competitive analysis, management answer the following
questions:
• What are the competition product's or service's strengths and weaknesses?
• What are their strengths and weaknesses as a company (financial strength, reputation,
etc.)?
• Are there weaknesses that can be exploited?
• What are the differences between the organization's product features and
competition's?
• What were their sales for last year?
• What is their pricing structure?
• In what media vehicles do they promote their products or services?
• What is their advertising message?
• Where else do they promote their products or services?
• What were their total advertising expenditures for last year?
• What is their overall goal (profitability, market share, leadership)?
• How are they trying to meet their goals (low prices, better quality, lower overhead)?
Making use of this analysis firms can differentiate their market offering from competitors'
offerings. Kotler (2000) identified five dimensions that companies can use to differentiate
their offerings (Table 3.1)
Precisely because competitors have a tendency of copying market offerings, most competitive
advantages last for a short period (Kotler, 2000). As advised by Kotler (2000, p. 286),
companies "constantly need to think up value adding features and benefits to win the attention
and interest of choice-rich, price prone customers." It is therefore clear from this explanation
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that differentiation for effective positioning is not a once-off exercise, but a never-ending
course of action that needs continuous monitoring and evaluation.























Source: Kotler (2000, p. 288)
Similarly, Brooksbank (1994) also see a position strategy fundamentally made up of three
components:
o A good comprehension of internal strengths and weaknesses together with a
reasonable grasp of market opportunities and threats (SWOT analysis)
o Sound customer's needs understanding (Needs analysis)
o Competitive advantage (Customer analysis)
In summary, positioning links the three analyses that are the fundamental building blocks of a
positioning strategy.
3.3 MARKET POSITIONING
According to Reis and Trout (2001), the most powerful concept in marketing today is owning
a word in the mind. To accentuate this point, Reis and Trout (2001, p. 9) said: "You look for
the solution to your problem not inside the product, not even inside your own mind. You look
for the solution to your problem inside the prospect's mind." Trout (1996, p. 23) advices
market practitioners to "focus on one powerful attribute and drive it into the mind of the
prospect".
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Market positioning is about analyzing defmed market segments and developing a distinct
position for each segment (Liraz, 2002). It's about how the company's product(s) appears to
the segment, or what must done for the segment to ensure that it buys your product or service
(Liraz, 2002). There are several main ways a company can position its products (Liraz, 2002):
Positioning on specific features - if a product or service has some unique features that have
obvious value positioning on specific features may be more appropriate (Liraz, 2002).
Positioning on benefits - positioning on what a product or service can do for customers
(Liraz, 2002).
Positioning for a specific use - this works best when one can teach customers how to use a
product or when one uses a promotional medium that allows a demonstration (Liraz 2002).
Positioning against another product or a competing business - a strategy that ranges from
implicit to explicit comparison. Implicit comparisons can be quite pointed, but the message is
clear (Liraz, 2002). Explicit comparisons can take two major forms. The first form makes a
comparison with a direct competitor and is aimed at attracting customers from the compared
brand, which is usually the category leader. The second type does not attempt to attract the
customers of the compared product, but rather uses the comparison as a reference point
(Liraz, 2002).
Product class disassociation - Apparently it's particularly effective when used to introduce a
new product that differs from traditional products (Liraz, 2002). Lead-free gasoline and
tubeless tires were new product classes positioned against older products. (Liraz, 2002)
Hybrid bases - incorporates elements from several types of positioning. (Liraz, 2002)
Lovelock (1996, p. 173) warns, "positions are rarely static: they need to evolve over time in
response to changing market structures, technology, competitive activity, and the evolution of
the firm itself." Simply put, market positions are evolutionary by nature and should change as
the market changes.
Summary
Positioning is about identifying the needs of a target market and satisfying them better than
competition. This entails identifying the company's internal strengths and weaknesses an
exercise that will enable the organization to satisfy the target customer's needs better than
competition.
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For MW to be successful it fIrst has to understand its internal strengths and weaknesses (S-W
analysis) then identify the segment in the market where its distinctive strengths are able to
satisfy customers' needs (Customers' needs analysis). MW must also gather competitive
intelligence (Competitive analysis) to have competitive edge of rivalries. The methodology




4.1 PURPOSE OF THE DISSERTATION
The primary purpose of the dissertation is to analyze and understand the needs of the Usuthu-
Mhlathuze CMA as well as MW's competencies so as to develop positioning strategy for
MW. To achieve the primary purpose the following research objectives were identified:
• Identification of the needs of the target CMA.
• Identification of MW's strengths and weaknesses to see if MW can satisfy the needs
of the target CMA.
• Analysis of competitors' strengths and weaknesses to measure MW against
competitors.
The three analyses will provide a base essential for developing and recommending a
positioning strategy to MW.
4.2 DATA SOURCES FOR THE NEEDS, COMPETITOR AND INTERNAL
ANALYSES
There are two broad sources of data: primary data and secondary data (Luck and Rubin,
1987). Primary data refers to data obtained from individuals, from families' representatives,
or from organizations (Luck and Rubin, 1987). Groups of people are often used as a supply of
information. Contrary, secondary data is data already acquired and available (Luck and Rubin,
1987). The type of data used to craft MW's position strategy is secondary data acquired
internally within the organization and externally from other institutions.
The internal data sourced within the organization was used for the internal and competitor
analyses. The external data sourced from DWAF for the current work in the establishment of
CMAs was used for Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA needs analysis.
4.3 THE USUTHU-MHLATHUZE CMA NEEDS ANALYSIS
The customer needs analysis information of the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA was mainly sourced
from the following documents:
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• Usuthu-Mhlathuze Situation assessment (Appendix 1).
• Proposal to Establish the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA (Appendix 2).
• Legal review on CMAs (Appendix 3).
• Australian documentation on catchment management institutions (Appendix 4).
4.3.1 Proposal to Establish the Situation Assessment and Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA
reports
The data used for the needs analysis of the Usuthu to Mhlathuze CMA was mainly data
sourced from DWAF for the work done towards the establishment ofthe Usuthu to Mhlathuze
CMAs. The two documents are the Usuthu-Mhlathuze Situation Assessment (Appendix 1)
and the Proposal to Establish the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA (Appendix 2). The compilation of
these two documents was preceded by a broad and extensive public participation process.
Public consultation workshops were held in different locations in the WMA. Stakeholders
attending these workshops were largely drawn from four sectors of the society:
• Government and public sectors
• Para-statal and utility sectors
• Private sector
• Civil society
The involvement of all stakeholders in the public participation process was informed by the
notion that the essence of establishing CMAs is to involve everyone in the management of
water resource and as such have their water resource needs addressed by the CMA. For
example, if the majority of the stakeholders in the catchment are concerned with poor water
quality, the CMA management will prioritize and put in place a water quality monitoring and
assessment programme to manage water quality. Subsequently, water quality becomes an area
of need for the CMA; the CMA will then either develop and manage water quality
programmes internally or outsource the function if there is a lack of skills and expertise in-
house. Usuthu-Mhlathuze Situation Assessment (Appendix 1) and the Proposal to Establish
the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA (Appendix 2), identified several challenges that can be
interpreted as areas of need for the envisaged CMA. These challenges are presented in the
findings section of the dissertation.
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4.3.2 Legal review on CMAs
The legal review section of the dissertation provides an account of what will legally be
expected of the CMAs as soon as they are established. A legal review document compiled by
EnAct International was utilized as a source of information (EnAct, 2002). The review is
titled "Towards an alignment of the roles and responsibilities of regulatory authorities in
Kwazulu Natal Province vis-a-vis the establishment and operation of catchment management
agencies: Legal Review" and seeks to clarify roles and responsibilities of the CMAs in South
Africa (Appendix 3). The logic behind presenting legislative roles and responsibilities of the
CMAs is that they (CMAs) will be bound by law to executive certain functions and therefore
in areas where they don't have internal capacity they will then have to outsource them to
outside institutions on a competitive basis.
4.3.3 Australian documentation on catchment management institutions.
The South African CMAs structure and functions with a degree of customization is modelled
around the Australian models (DWAF, 1996). It is therefore expected that Usuthu to
Mhlathuze CMA will have similar functions and needs to those of Australian CMAs.
One of the most successful catchment management agencies in Australia is the Northern
Adelaide and Barossa Catchment Water Management Authority (NAB, 2001). The authority
has been functioning for several years and has got vast experience not only in water resource
management but land management as well. Despite the fact that catchments are unique in
terms of hydrology, pollution, demography, socioeconomics and so forth, there are key
catchment management issues that the Usuthu to Mhlathuze needs to have in place that are
absolutely fundamental to the success of any CMA (Water Research Commission, 1998).
Because of the similarities between South African CMAs and Australian CMAs (DWAF,
1996), the Northern Adelaide and Barossa Catchment Water Management Plan (Appendix 4)
was used to determine what the likely needs of the Usuthu to Mhlathuze CMA would be.
4.4 COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
The objective of this analysis is to assess MW's competition's offerings. The section provides
the strength and weakness analysis of individual competitors that are likely to target the CMA
as service providers.
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For the competitor analysis, a profile of most organizations in the water sector operating in
the area of the CMA was sourced from MW's consultants panel for various disciplines. The
consultants panel is a list of service providers in engineering and water resource management
sector readily available to MW should consulting services be required. The consultant panel
list was compiled by placing advertisements in various newspapers inviting consultants to
submit their profile for inclusion in MW's consultant panel. Following receipt of consultant
profile, the consultants were grouped according to their water servIce experience, water
resource expertise, HDF (Historically Disadvantaged Firm) status following MW's
"Consultants Appointment Procedures-Infrastructure-Projects and Studies."(Appendix 5).
From the consultant panel in the "A" category/group (firms with extensive water expertise, a
proven track record and suitable for large or medium sized projects/studies), companies with
experience and expertise in water resource management were identified as major competitors
for MW (Appendix 6). A competitive analysis was then conducted based on their strength
and weaknesses relative to MW's.
4.5 MHLATHUZE WATER'S INTERNAL ANALYSIS
The internal analysis focused on the evaluation of MW's strengths and weaknesses to
determine if MW has competences that could be used to seize opportunities that may be
presented with the establishment of the Usuthu to Mhlathuze CMA and deal with threats
posed by undesirable situations in the environment. In other words, the analysis will be
helpful in matching MW's resources and capabilities to the water resource management
services opportunities that may be made available by the CMA as some of its functions are
outsourced.
The analysis was compiled using information from reports produced by MW in the last five
years and was also informed MW's participation in various studies and projects in the
catchment management area (Appendix 7).
Strategic employees from varIOUS MW's departments were contacted with the VIew of
authenticating the analysis findings. From the Water Resources department, a Water Resource
specialist was contacted. From the Planning and Development department, the Programme
manager was contacted. To authenticate the financial and information aspects of the internal
analysis, MW's Financial manager was approached. For matters related to human resources,
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MW's Human Resources manager was consulted and for matters pertaining to
communication, validation was sought from the Communication officer.
The roles and positions of strategic employees in the organization are:
• The Water Resource specialist-The incumbent reports to the senior manager and his
tasks include providing specialist water resource management advice to the board on all
water resource management issues. The incumbent is also responsible for all water
resource management projects undertaken by the board of MW. This is comprised of
water quality management, alien vegetation management, water conservation and other
water resource management function.
• The Programme manager-All projects manager m the Planning and Development
department report to the incumbent. The Planning and Development department IS
responsible for all engineering related water resource management projects.
• The Financial manager is not only responsible for the financial management of the
business but also in charge of information management part of the business. The
manager has been with the organization for 15 years and has vast experience in the two
aspects of the business (finance and information).
• The Human Resources manager is responsible for all human related matters.
• The Communication Officer is in charge of the development and implementation of
MW's communication strategy. The Communication Officer is from the Administration
department.
Summary
The needs, competitor and internal analyses that are essential in the development of
positioning strategy were conducted. The internal data sourced within the organization (MW)
was used for the internal and competitor analyses. The external data sourced from DWAF for
the current work in the establishment of CMAs was used for Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA needs




This chapter presents the results of the need, internal and competitor analyses. The chapter
also discusses the three analyses in relation to the theory on positioning in the literature
review chapter.
5.1 THE USUTHU TO MHLATHUZE CMA NEEDS ANALYSIS
The previous chapter highlighted several documents recording water resource management
challenges that can be viewed as the Usuthu to Mhlathuze CMA areas of need because of the
envisaged capacity challenges of the CMA (DWAF, 2003). The findings of the needs analysis
are reported in terms of the needs identified in documents attached as Appendix 1 to 4.
5.1.1 Usuthu-Mhlathuze Situation Assessment
The Usuthu-Mhlathuze Situation Assessment (Appendix 1) document highlighted alien
vegetation as one of the challenges facing the imminent CMA. Below is information from
other reports that unpack alien vegetation situation in the CMA area of operation.
Alien vegetation
The impact of alien vegetation in South Africa has become a major problem with severe
consequences on the environment, particularly the water environment (Versveld et al. 1998).
Various studies into the impact of alien vegetation have demonstrated that about 8% of the
country is already invaded by alien vegetation, with an estimated 7% water consumed
annually by these plants (Versveld et al. 1998). More worrying is the realization that these
plants have a potential to increase at an estimated rate of 5% annually if left unchecked
(Versveld et al. 1998).
Further compounding the threat posed by alien plants in general is the obvious lack of
adequate resources to support initiatives that aim to bring alien invasive plants under control.
According to Versveld and co-workers (1998), it would already have required an estimated
R600 Million a year over five years by 1998 to effectively remove alien plants in the country
(Versveld et al. 1998). These costs estimated equates to some R20 Billion budget over a 20-
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year projection to control alien plants in the country. However, the costs of doing nothing are
even worse 0!ersveld et al. 1998).
The Mhlathuze River System in the Usuthu-Mhlathuze catchment management area has been
identified as one of the most infected catchments of the province (Versveld et al. 1998). The
study in W12B quaternary catchment of Mhlathuze River System identified over 40 species of
alien vegetation alone in with various levels of abundance (Mhlathuze Water, 2003).
Chunda et al. (2003) and Magadlela (2000) reveal a host of challenges facing alien plant
control programs. Among the challenges are: (a) The ad hoc and inconspicuous nature with
which areas for clearing initiatives are being selected for intervention (Magadlela 2000); (b)
The gross lack of knowledge and information conveyance to the intended beneficiaries of the
program (characterized by the enhanced spread of the alien species such as Chromolaena
odorata and Lantana camara chiefly used as hedge/fence by rural communities) and relevant
authorities (Chunda et al. 2003) as well as; (c) The lack of sufficient resources to support the
control programs in the region where joblessness and poverty is rife(Chunda et al. 2003).
The CMA will have to commission programmes targeted at systematically and deliberately
dealing with the spread of invasive alien plants in the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA.
5.1.2 Proposal to Establish the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA
The Proposal to establish the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA document (Appendix 2) presents a
number of areas of need for the imminent Usuthu to Mhlathuze CMA. These include water
quality management and information challenges.
Water quality management
• In the CMA area operation, several industrial towns are causing point source pollution
with agricultural pollution problems dominating (DWAF, 2003).
• There is a possible soil loss and some nutrient and biocide contamination possible
towards the coast as the gradient flattens out and sugar cane production is dominant
(DWAF, 2001).
• Waste and bi-products from the milling of cane are potential sources of significant
organic pollution in the WMA (Archibald et al. 1969 cited by DWAF, 2001).
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• Localised faecal and related pollution is likely from some of the denser settlements, and
extensive areas of sugarcane close to the coast may cause related pollution problems
(DWAF, 2001).
• Faecal and nutrient pollution is likely at times in the upper Mfolozi catchment from
Vryheid and settlement areas such as Emondolo (DWAF, 200 l).
• Mine related pollution problems are also possible with elevated sulphate levels from the
upper Black Mfolozi River having been identified, attributable to coal mining (DWAF,
2001).
• The town of Mtubatuba has some faecal/nutrient pollution potential, and a larger sugar
mill is located there, with attendant historical records of organic enrichment from wastes
(Archibald et al. 1969 cited by DWAF, 2001).
• In the Paulpietersburg area, there is some localised faecal and mining related pollution
likely from human settlements and mining related activities, respectively. High TDS, low
pH, high sulphate and iron concentrations in the Mkhuze River from coalmines in the
Vryheid area have been noted (DWAF, 2001).
• The coastal flats below the Ubombo Mountains have significant irrigation schemes,
which may cause problems. The water table is very high, with salinity an issue (DWAF,
2003).
• The river flows into Swaziland, and again international quality and quantity issues must
be met (DWAF, 2001).
Information needs
The Proposal to establish the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA document (Appendix 7) identified
very significant gaps in the information that the CMA will need address. In addition, much of
the existing information is in different formats, numerous different locations and refers to
differing areas and boundaries (DWAF, 2001). To expedite the very important process of
developing the initial Catchment Management Strategy, the CMA requires capability in
information systems to address basic management support functions such Internet access,
Email, billing, debtors, asset management, etc. The document also highlights serious lack of
information on a number of the significant rivers. To correct this, the report recommended
extensive monitoring programmes, both in terms of quantity and quality issues.
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5.1.3 Legal review on CMAs
According to EnAct (2002) attached in Appendix 3, the CMAs will be expected to carry out a
range of functions immediately upon its establishment. Some of the initial functions include
to:
• Investigate, and advise interested persons on, the protection, use, development,
conservation, management and control of the water resources in its Water
Management Area.
• Develop a Catchment Management Strategy.
• Co-ordinate the related activities of water users and of water management institutions
within its Water Management Area.
• Promote the co-ordination of the implementation of its Catchment Management
Strategy with the implementation of any applicable development plan in terms of the
Water Services Act (Act 108 of 1997).
• Promote community participation in its functions.
To carry out these initial functions the de facto CMA (DWAF) will have to undertake a
preparatory work preceding the actual establishment of the CMA (EnAct, 2002). Amongst
others, this entails:
• Access to information regarding water resource management in water management
area.
• An understanding of all water users, particularly communities in the CMA area of
operation.
• An understanding of all water management institutions and water users association in
the area.
For the CMA to tackle these initial challenges, it will certainly need technical support from all
relevant institutions in the water management area (DWAF, 2003).
5.1.4 Australian documentation on catchment management institutions.
The lessons learned from the Australian CMA models particularly from the Northern
Adelaide and Barossa Catchment Water Management Plan, cited in the methodology chapter
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and attached in Appendix 4, are that effective CMA need ensure the following activities are
carried out:
• Provide water to meet environmental needs.
• Identify and protect ecologically significant areas.
• Pursue sustainable water sharing and efficient water use.
• Pursue opportunities for productive use of alternative water source.
• Achieve improvements in land management practices.
• Improve community awareness to underpin behavioural change.
• Improve monitoring and evaluation of key catchment processes.
• Facilitate the implementation of floodplain management strategies.
To make an assessment of what the imminent Usuthu-Mhlathuze Water CMA needs will be,
water resource management challenges and tasks that CMA has to perform to achieve its
legislative mandate, were translated or viewed as the Usuthu to Mhlathuze CMA areas of
need. Appendix 1, 2, 3 and 4 identified several challenges in accordance to the period of
intervention needed tackle the challenges. The following list summarizes the challenges:
• Spring and source protection.
• Flood management.
• Construction and operation of waterworks.
• Monitoring the performance of water users.
• Monitoring the condition of water resources (including collection and analysis of
information).
• Alien vegetation management.
• Education on water resource management.
• Promotion of community participation in its functions.
• Ensuring access to information regarding water resource management.
• Training and capacity building within the CMA and amongst other stakeholders.
• Development of a Catchment Management Strategy.
• Provision of water to meet environmental needs.
• Ensuring sustainable water sharing and efficient water use.
• Pursuing opportunities for productive use of alternative the water source.
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It is envisaged that in the early operational stages, the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA may not have
the necessary human resources in terms of numbers and capability. DWAF (2003)
recommends that these specialist functions that require sometimes-esoteric skill sets be
outsourced under a management or service contract, to private companies, public institutions
or organizations.
5.2 COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
The purpose of competitors analysis is to assess MW's service offerings in relation to the
competition's offerings. The analysis provides the strengths and weaknesses of competitors
likely to target the CMA as service providers. To conduct the competitors analysis, MW's
panel consultant list was used. The panel was compiled following MW's "Consultants
Appointment Procedpres-Infrastructure-Projects and Studies." (Appendix 5). The panel is
made up of organizations in the water sector operating in the area of the CMA. From the
consultant panel, companies in the "A" category (firms with extensive water expertise, a
proven track record and suitable for large or medium sized projects/studies) with experience
and expertise in water resource management were identified as major competitors for MW. A
competitive analysis was then conducted based on their strength and weaknesses relative to
MW's.
The likely major competitors of MW are: Scott Wilson, BKS, Jeffares and Green Consulting
Engineers, Water Resource Planning and Conservation Consulting Engineers and Ninham
Shand Consulting Engineers.
It was observed that most of them are engineering companies that offer water resources
management services as add-on activities. Appendix 6 provides a detail characterization of
individual competitors in terms of number of years they have been in business, their strengths
and weaknesses. In summary the following observation were made from the competitors
analysis:
• Competitors in the water resources management segment do not offer a suite of water
resource management services. For example, Water Resource Planning and
Conservation Consulting is only good with water conservation and demand
management and has no notable expertise and experience in water quality
management. Scott Wilson is the opposite; they have expertise in water quality and no
experience in water conservation.
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• None of the competitors offer alien plant management services.
• Competitors are private organizations that are in the business to make profit through
providing support services to the CMA.
• Competitors do not have laboratories to do water quality analysis.
• Scott Wilson has a partnership with DMM Development Consultants. All members of
DMM Development Consultants are from previously disadvantaged background,
qualified and competent engineers and scientists, who have gained their vast
experience in South Africa and limited chemistry experience in the United States of
America. DMM is a multi-disciplinary firm and offers services in Environmental
investigations, Waste management, Water resources planning and management and
Community development.
Scott Wilson and DMM partnership have major strengths that MW would need to be aware of
in developing a positioning strategy. The other competitors do not offer a suite of water
resource management service. They are therefore not expected to be MW's major rivalries.
5.3 MW'S INTERNAL ANALYSIS
Presented in this section is a summarized verSIOn of MW's strengths and weaknesses
informed by reports, major studies and projects undertaken by MW experts in the past five
years. A list of these studies and projects undertaken by experts in the organization is attached
in Appendix 7. The internal analysis findings are presented according to strengths and
weaknesses identified from each department and confirmed by key experts in those
departments.
5.3.1 Water Resources Department
• The Water Resources department of Mhlathuze Water have a strong water
resources management expertise and proven track record in water quality, water
conservation, and evasive alien plant control.
• The organization has a state-of-the-art ISO 17025 accredited laboratory facility
that can be used to supplement water quality monitoring for catchment monitoring.
• The water resources department as part of its entrenchment strategy is already
providing water resources management services to DWAF (de facto CMA) under
management service contract. This includes the management of water quality
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monitoring programmes such as microbial monitoring programme and the
management of invasive alien plants removal projects. Talks are currently
underway to appoint the water resources department as implementing agents for
water conservation and demand management projects.
• Fruitful collaborative partnership with water resource management utilities in
other catchments such as Umgeni Water. This enables exchange of ideas and
leverage of one another's resources and expertise as the need may arise.
5.3.2 Finance and Information Department
• The core business of MW (effluent management and bulk water provision) is in
good financial position and can be deployed elsewhere as a source of financial
resources.
• MW doesn't have cutting-edge e-commerce systems for accruing and exchanging
information with customers and suppliers.
• MW doesn't have a website and cannot conduct business in the internet.
• As an organ of state MW and is not allowed to make profit. It is solely owned by
the minister of DWAF and as such not allowed to make money by selling of shares
or having equity owners. For Mhlathuze Water to operate it borrows money from
capital or money markets to fund their capital projects on behalf of customers. For
this reason, Mhlathuze Water does not have a strong balance sheet because it is
highly geared.
5.3.3 Planning and Development Department
• The organization has for the past 15 years conducted studies and produced water
resource related reports that have provided the institution with relevant water
resource know-how in the Usuthu-Mhlathuze Water Management Area (WMA).
• The utility has over the years built strong partnerships with DWAF (the de facto
CMA in the absence of one) by acting as implementing agents for Community
Water Supply Schemes (CWSS).
5.3.4 Human Resources Department
• In terms of human assets, MW has highly motivated and energetic water resource
specialists; astute professional engineers, business graduates with cutting-edge
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managerial know-how; and collective learning embedded in the organization built
over time.
• The company's vision is not clear and commonly shared by all employees.
5.3.5 Administration Department
• Within the water resource management segment, MW brand name is well known.
• MW has got loyal customers in Mondi Kraft, Hillside and other industries in the
Greater Empangeni area.
• There's a perception that MW is expensive. This came out of informal discussions
with prospective customers in the MW's area of operation. This might taint brand's
image.
• There's no formalized way of obtaining customer satisfaction feedback.
• The organization doesn't have institutionalized system and programme to encourage
innovative ways of doing business. For example research and development section.
• MW doesn't have (unique) advertising and promotional talents. No marketing
strategy.
• As a state institution it is highly bureaucratic, decision-making is not always quick.
• MW only has offices in Richards Bay making provision of services in other parts of
the WMA difficult.
• MW has a low degree of organizational agility in responding to shifting market
conditions and emerging opportunities because of many laws that governs the
organization as an organ of state.
5.4 DISCUSSION
The discussion section individually discusses the three analyses in relation to the pertinent
theory mentioned in the literature review chapter.
5.4.1 Needs Analysis
The imminent Usuthu to Mhlathuze CMA will be faced by several challenges that are likely
to be CMA's areas of need (DWAF, 2003). These areas include water quality management,
alien vegetation and information needs. It is also expected (DWAF, 2003) that the CMA will
deal with these challenges by outsourcing them on a competitive basis to private and public
institutions.
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According to Kotler (2000) marketing is about identifying customer's needs and satisfying
them better than competition. Documents and reports mentioned in methodology chapter
outlines the imminent CMAs needs. However, Kotler (2000) warns market practitioners that
customer's needs change with time. This suggests that MW should consistently watch the
CMA's needs and accordingly change its positioning strategy because the CMA's needs
might change post establishment phase. Lovelock (1996, p. 173) has also warned that
"positions are rarely static: they need to evolve over time in response to changing market
structures, technology, competitive activity, and the evolution of the firm itself." The market
position of MW should be evolutionary by nature and should change as the market changes
(Lovelock, 1996).
Also, Smith and Wheeler (2002) strongly believe that understanding customer needs is an
absolute key in customer satisfaction. They further argue that satisfying customers is not
enough because satisfied customers shop around. What is crucial is customer loyalty because
loyal customers tend to become advocates of the service provider. MW has got long-term
contracts with the de facto CMA (DWAF) for water resource management in the Usuthu-
Mhlathuze CMA area. Through these partnerships with the de facto CMA, MW can learn
more about the imminent CMA needs. The existing partnerships provide a good platform for
MW to apply Smith and Wheeler (2002) lesson of not only seeking customer satisfaction but
customer loyalty also. They believe that loyalty could be built by being the most service
oriented, technology driven and being geographically diversified company.
Smith and Wheeler (2002, p. 35) are of the opinion that loyalty should be followed by
advocacy. They say: "Revenue growth has everything to do with advocacy, the readiness of
customers to prefer a supplier and then refer friends, relatives, and colleagues. Advocacy is a
genuine, deeply felt, loyalty." Smith and Wheeler (2002, p. 36) suggest that advocacy is
created "by creating such a differentiated experience that customers become your best
salespeople." This suggests that MW should find ways of converting the de facto CMA
(DWAF) into advocates that will sell MW to the imminent CMA.
5.4.2 Competitor Analysis
For MW to be the service provider of choice, it needs to have competitive advantage over its
competitors (Thompson and Strickland 2003). Competitive analysis was conducted to have
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sense of competitors strengths and weaknesses, "which, in turn, may suggest opportunities for
differentiation." Lovelock (1996, p. 171) (Table 5.1).
Table 5.1. The comparison of MW against competitors with regards to key tasks that the
CMA will outsource.
CMA NEEDS TO BE OUTSOURCED MW SW BKS WRP J&G
Water Quality Management. .y .y .y X X
Flood management. .y .y .y .y .y
Construction and operation of waterworks. .y .y .y X .y
Investigations in alternative the water source. .y .y .y X .y
Monitoring the performance of water users. .y .y .y X .y
Ensuring sustainable water sharing and efficient .y .y .y X .y
water use.
Monitoring water resources condition. .y .y .y .y .y
Water Conservation and demand Management. .y X X .y X
Education on water resource management. X .y X X X
Water resource information management. .y X X X .y
Promotion of community participation. X .y X X X
Water resource training and capacity building. X .y X X X
Alien vegetation management. .y X X X X
Development of a Catchment Management .y .y X X X
Strategy.
x -No expenence m handlmg the task.
--J - The presence of skills and experience required for the tasks
J&G - Jaffares and Green Consulting Engineers
MW - Mhlathuze Water
SW - Scott Wilson SA
WRP - Water Resource Planning and Conservation Consulting
From the competitive analysis it was observed that MW has many strengths that could be
utilized to provide MW with competitive edge. One of them is that MW is the single largest
user of water resource in the imminent CMA area of operation with vast experience in
performing with wide range water resource management functions.
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Another MW's competitive advantage is that it provides a suite of water resource
management services except for education on water resource management, promotion of
community participation, water resource training and capacity building (Table 5.1, page 49).
Kotler (2000) names firms that provide a range of senrices to a particular customer 'group
market specialists'. MW can as such choose to differentiate and position itself as a one-stop
service provider for a wide spectrum of water resource management tasks. Thompson and
Strickland (2003) describe the type of competitive strategy that MW needs to adopt to
position itself accordingly as a 'broad differential strategy'.
Also, none of the MW's competitors offer alien plant management services (Table 5.1, page
49). MW therefore stands unchallenged with respect to alien plant management services.
Looking at the budget (R200 000) provided for alien vegetation programme (Working for
Water) in the first year of the CMA operation (DWAF, 2003), it is not advisable for MW to
position itself as specialists in alien vegetation management services only. Palmer and. Cole
(1995) suggest that if the market segment is too small and not feasible, it has to be discarded.
Water quality management includes the laboratory analysis of water quality samples.
Competitors do not have laboratories to do water quality analysis. MW has laboratories to do
all water quality analysis. In fact, MW's laboratories are ISO 17025 accredited. This gives
MW a competitive edge over the competitors with regards to water quality management tasks.
Mhlathuze Water is an organ of state and as such not allowed to make profit. Competitors are
private organizations that are in the business to make profit from customers that are price-
sensitive (DWAF, 2003). This provides MW as a distinct advantage of being as low cost
service provider.
The major potential threat is Scott Wilson (SW) SA. SW has a strong partnership with DMM
Development Consultants. DMM was formed in 1997. All members of the firm are
previously disadvantaged, qualified and competent engineers and scientists, who have gained
their vast experience in South Africa and limited chemistry experience in the United States of
America. DMM is a multi-disciplinary firm that offers services in Environmental
investigations, Waste management, Water resources planning and management and
Community development. Their profile matches that of Mhlathuze Water's Water Resources
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department except that they have no experience working in the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA area
of operation.
Water Resource Planning and Conservation Consulting (WRP) specializes in water
conservation and demand management with no notable expertise and experience in other
areas of water resources management such as water quality (Table 5.1, page 49). WRP
positioning strategy can be referred to as 'individual service positioning' (Adcock, 2000)
because they have chosen to focus on a specific water resource management service-water
conservation and demand management.
Jaffares and Green Consulting Engineers (J&G) and BKS Consulting have blurred positioning
strategies. They are very strong in engineering related tasks such as the construction of
waterworks but absent in other areas (Table 5.1, page 49). From the analysis made, it is very
difficult to understand what differentiates them from competitors.
5.4.3 Internal Analysis
The internal analysis presents several MW's strengths that the organization can leverage to
seize opportunities that will be presented by the CMA as it outsources some of its functions.
Table 5.1 (page 49) presents functions that are likely to be outsourced by the CMA and
MW's ability to perform these functions when they are outsourced.
There are, however, internal organizational weaknesses that have to be attended to. MW must
develop a strategy to deal with its weaknesses to position itself as the preferred service
provider to the Usuthu to Mhlathuze Catchment Management Agency. The following
weaknesses if not attended to may hamper MW's capability of providing information
management support services to the CMA:
• MW doesn't have cutting-edge e-commerce systems for accruing and exchanging
information with customers and suppliers.
• MW doesn't have a website and cannot conduct business in the internet.
MW has a low degree of organizational agility in responding to shifting market conditions
and emerging opportunities because of many laws that governs the organization as an organ
of state. According to the WSA (1987) water boards can provide support services to water
management institutions such CMAs. So this weakness will not deny MW the opportunity of
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providing the CMA water resource management support should the CMA needs dramatically
change.
5.4.4 MW's positioning options
There are several main ways a company can position its products (Liraz, 2002):
Positioning on specific features - if a product or service has some unique features that have
obvious value positioning on specific features may be more appropriate (Liraz, 2002).
Positioning on specific features will require MW to identify a unique feature, such as the only
service provider that provides a suite of water resource management, and base the
organization's positioning on this unique feature.
Positioning on benefits - positioning on what a product or service can do for customers
(Liraz, 2002). In this instance MW will focus on the benefits of the services, such as the
protection and conservation of water resource, to be provided to the CMA and position itself
accordingly.
Positioning for a specific use - this works best when one can teach customers how to use a
product or when one uses a promotional medium that allows a demonstration (Liraz 2002).
Here MW positioning strategy will focus on teaching the CMA management how to manage
water resource effectively and efficiently.
Positioning against another product or a competing business - a strategy that ranges from
implicit to explicit comparison. Implicit comparisons can be quite pointed, but the message is
clear (Liraz, 2002). Explicit comparisons can take two major fonns. The first fonn makes a
comparison with a direct competitor and is aimed at attracting customers from the compared
brand, which is usually the category leader. The second type does not attempt to attract the
customers of the compared product, but rather uses the comparison as a reference point
(Liraz, 2002). With this option MW can position itself by simply comparing its strengths
(known brand in the water resource management field) to rivals weaknesses (relatively
unknown brands in the water resource management field).
Product class disassociation - Apparently it's particularly effective when used to introduce a
new product that differs from traditional products (Liraz, 2002). Lead-free gasoline and
tubeless tires were new product classes positioned against older products. (Liraz, 2002). To
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use product class disassociation positioning strategy MW will have to identify new services
that differ from the traditional services outlined in Table 5.1, page 49.
Hybrid bases - With this option MW could incorporate elements from several types of
positioning to develop positioning strategy. This can be a mix of benefits and uniqueness of
the services MW is offering.
Summary
Chapter 5 presents the results of the need, internal and competitors analyses. The chapter also
discusses the three analyses in relation to the theory on positioning. The next chapter makes





The previous chapter (Chapter 5) presents the findings of the needs, competitor and internal
analyses necessary to develop a positioning strategy. This chapter makes concluding remarks
by combining the three analyses and then recommends a positioning strategy for MW.
6.1 CONCLUSION
The primary objective of the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA will be to ensure that water resources
in the WMA are efficiently and effectively managed, i.e. ensure sustainable utilization of
water resources (NWA, 1998). To do so, the CMA will have to, amongst the others, ensure
that the quality of water in the watercourses is of good quality, invasive alien plants are
controlled, and water is conserved (DWAF, 2003). To perform these specialist functions, the
CMA will rely heavily on service providers to execute these specialist tasks on their behalf
due to the envisaged lack of capacity particularly in the early years (DWAF, 2003).
Mhlathuze Water (MW) intends providing support services to the imminent CMA and as such
needs to position itself as a service provider of choice. Because the CMA will outsource its
functions on a competitive basis, MW will have to compete with other service providers to
. obtain business from the CMA. The competitive analysis for MW identified five major
competitors of MW: Scott Wilson, BKS, Jeffares and Green Consulting Engineers, Water
Resource Planning and Conservation Consulting Engineers and Ninham Shand Consulting
Engineers. The major potential threat for MW is Scott Wilson (SW) SA. SW has a strong
partnership with DMM Development Consultants, a multi-disciplinary firm whose profile
matches that of Mhlathuze Water's Water Resources department responsible for water
resource management.
The internal analysis demonstrates several MW's strengths that the organization can leverage
to seize opportunities presented by the CMA as it outsources some of its functions. MW,
however, should also deal with some of its weaknesses that might put it at a disadvantage.
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6.2 RECCOMENDATIONS
According to Kotler (2000) each company must decide how many differences to promote to
its target customers. Ries and Trout (2001) favour one consistent positioning message, i.e.
each brand should select an attribute and tout itself as number one on that attribute. This
suggests that MW should position its service offerings as either best quality or best price.
They believe that if a company hammers away at one of these positions and delivers on it, it
will probably be best known and recalled for its strength.
Kotler (2000) does not agree that single positioning is always the best. He argues that double-
benefit positioning or even triple-benefit positioning may be necessary if two or more firms
claim the best in the same attributes. Given that "quality and customer satisfaction are rarely
differential ideas." (Trout 204, p. 35), MW is advised to adopt a triple-benefit positioning
strategy that not only communicates the benefits but uniqueness of MW's service offerings.
Liraz (2000) refers to this type of positioning strategy as hybrid because it incorporates
elements of several types of positioning.
Low cost service provider
Hopkins (2003, p. 1) describes positioning "as understanding your niche and defining your
competitive edge." The socio-economic analysis reveals that the average per capita income
for the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA's area operation is R5 300, which is well below the national
average of R9 520 (DWAF, 2003). In addition, the poverty index of the WMA is very high
with the most impoverished areas generally situated in rural parts of the catchment area
(DWAF, 2003a). This means that the imminent CMA will be very price sensitive as it
outsources some of its functions. MW will therefore have to position itself as the low cost
service provider.
Fortunately, competition will be posed by private organizations (Appendix 6) that are profit
driven whereas MW is an organ of state that is allowed to provide the support services to the
CMA on a cost recovery basis (WSA, 1997).
Thompson and Strickland (2003), however, advises companies to guard against
compromising deliverance of good quality products in the name of keeping costs below those
of rivals. Thompson and Strickland (2003) believe that a product offering that is too basic
weakens rather than strengthens a firm's competitiveness. They are also of the opinion that
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pursumg cost reduction in a manner that sabotages the attractiveness of the company's
product offerings turn buyers off.
There are basically two options from which MW can choose for achieving superior returns as
a low cost provider (Thompson and Strickland, 2003). Option 1 is to use low cost edge to
under-price competitors and attract CMA's contracts in great enough numbers to increase the
total returns. Option 2 is to refrain from price cutting altogether, be content with the present
market share and use lower-cost edge to earn a higher profit margin on each contract awarded,
thereby raising the firm's returns (Thompson and Strickland, 2003). The simplest for MW is
to win contracts for water quality management, monitoring and assessment; water
conservation and demand management; alien vegetation control; and hydrological monitoring
and leverage on economies of scale thereby affording to either under-price competition or use
lower-cost edge strategy.
To succeed with a low cost provider strategy, MW must do the following:
a Scrutinize each cost creating activity and determine what drives the cost.
a Proactively restructure the value chain to eliminate nonessential work steps.
a Create cost-conscious corporate culture that feature broad employee participation in
continuous cost improvement efforts
a Eliminate unnecessary perks and frills for executives
a Strive to operate with exceptionally small corporate staffs to keep administrative costs
to a minimum.
Good quality service provider
Differentiation strategy works best if there are many ways to differentiate the product or
service (Thompson and Strickland, 2003). Apart from positioning itself as a low cost
provider, MW should also position itself as a deliver good quality service. MW's strengths in
terms of experience, expertise, knowledge and understating of the water resource dynamics
demonstrate that MW can safely position itself as a deliver good quality services. Ideally, too,
MW positioning strategy should be sustainable and not be easily matched by competitors
(Doyle and Saunders, 1985). Positioning on the basis of superior quality service will also
ensure sustainable differentiation precisely because quality is hard to copy (Doyle and
Saunders, 1985).
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Water resource management service and other services, because of their intangibility, are
difficult to position and at times may require tangible supplement to reinforce them (Palmer
and Cole, 1995). To deal with this challenge it is recommended that MW create an image that
differentiates it from other competitors by indicating that there are many advantageslbenefits
in doing business with MW. The benefits are that CMA will be doing business with market
leaders that provide god quality service at competitive prices. To also deal with the
intangibility issue, MW will have to produce good quality reports that will serve as a tangible
goods to help communicate MW's good quality service.
Premier water resource management service provider
MW is the only water resource management service provider that provides a suite of water
resources management functions (Table 5.1, p. 49). The organization is also the first and the
only service provider that acts as implementing agent providing water resources management
service to DWAF (de facto CMA). Based on this, and the fact that MW is well known
(DWAF, 2003), it is appropriate for MW to also positions itself as leader in water resources
management in the CMA area of operation (Thompson and Strickland, 2003). Trout (2004)
argues that being first is a differentiation idea. Substantiating this he says: "Its much easier to
get into the mind first than to try to convince someone you have a better product than the one
that did get there first." (Trout 2004, p. 38)
Communication
However, Trout (1996, p. ix) defines positioning "not as what you do to the product, but what
you do to the mind." His contention is that "the ultimate battleground is the mind." The
challenge for MW is to fmd a specific place in the prospect mind wherein it will be positioned
as a market leader that provides good quality service at competitive prices. To do so, Reis and
Trout (2001) recommends that rather than seeking to improve perceptions on which MW is
perceived weak, MW should play to its strengths. Because "improving product features and
correcting weaknesses can be expensive." (Lovelock 1996, p. 180), MW's communication
campaigns should focus on the organization's strengths (Reis and Trout, 2001) such as a non-
profit making organization that provides good quality services. The campaigns should
highlight strengths such as strong water resources management expertise and proven track
record in water quality, water conservation, and evasive alien plant control.
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The communication mode of MW must appeal to the Usuthu-Mhlathuze CMA and should
also help the organization drive the prospect not only to be aware of, but also to act on MW's
offer (Kotler, 2000). The most appropriate promotional tool that may solicit immediate
response and cultivate lasting customer relationship for MW is direct marketing (Kotler
2000). The benefits of using this tool is that the message will be specifically directed to the
prospect specifically prepared to appeal to CMA and can be immediately changed depending
on the response. This means that MW must package their service offerings and go and sell
them directly to the de fact CMA and later to the CMA (Kotler, 2000). MW should
communicate their leadership position, competitive prices and the deliverance of good quality
servIce.
Customer focus
The absolute key for MW's positioning strategy success is to continuously stay in contact
with the Usuthu to Mhlathuze CMA, understand the CMA's needs, and adapt the offerings to
their changing needs. Adding value to the CMA and satisfying their needs should be at core of
MW's business. MW should put the CMA's needs and wants in the forefront of their business
offerings in order to survive (Kotler, 2000). Equally important, MW should bare in mind that
differentiation for effective positioning is not a once-off exercise, but a never-ending course
of action that needs continuous monitoring and evaluation (Kotler, 2000).
POSITIONING STATEMENT
MW must position and differentiate itself as a market leader that provides good quality
services at competitive prices. In the mind of the prospect Mhlathuze Water should be
positioned as:
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PD-2003/00 Version: 2.00 Date:
CONSULTANTS APPOINTMENT PROCEDURES




a) That the selection and the appointment of consultants, for any infrastructure
projects or studies, is based upon fair and equitable principles, with particular
emphasis on affirmative action through the use of historically disadvantaged
firms.
b) That the payment of consultants, for services rendered, complies with
accepted norms and parameters and that rates for time basis fees and
disbursements are compatible with those currently in use in the market place.
2. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This document has been compiled to establish the procedures to be followed in
selecting and appointing consultants of all the pertinent disciplines required to assist
with the planning and development of water/effluent services infrastructure in the
service area of Mhlathuze Water. The word "infrastructure" is used in the wider
sense and includes the activities related to:
a) The regional planning of water/effluent services
b) Catchment management planning
c) Water conservation
d) The development of new water/effluent services
e) Upgrading or extensions to existing water/effluent services
Although the civil, geotechnical, hydrogeological, electrical and mechanical
engineering; project management; quantity surveying; social (community facilitation
and training) and environmental disciplines have specifically been listed, it needs to
be stressed that consultants for any other discipline which may be involved with
infrastructure planning and development (as defined above) are covered by this
procedure. The panel could therefore be extended in due course to provide for
additional disciplines.
.................................. - - _ .
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In compiling this panel, the membership directories of professional engineering
associations (SAACE and SABTACO) have been used, as well as available information
on each firm. The number of SAACE consultants established In KwaZulu-Natal and
pertinent to the engineering profession, currently stands at 180. no. Approximately
25 no. SABTACO engineering consultants are established in the province.
Where consultants disciplines do not have such a representative body, public
invitations will be issued, requesting submission of information. The latest count
indicates that 22 no. firms specialising in social matters are located in KwaZulu-Natal,
while 6 no. environmental specialist firms are listed (these figures exclude multi-
disciplinary firms with social and/or environmental sections).
The number of studies and projects generated by Mhlathuze Water for consultants is
relatively small and the number of available consultants, large. Therefore the main
criterion for the grading Of consultants is to ensure that the best available expertise
in KwaZulu-Natal is short-listed. This obViously has led to a panel where a large
portion of consultants are not deemed to be suitable to work for the Board. The
panel will however, be reviewed (and revised where applicable) every three years,
thereby ensuring that all consultants (existing and new) are considered on an
eqUitable and a regular basis.
Where grant funds for projects are supplied by national government institutions,
such as the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry, the national panel of the
institution will be used.
Specific mention is also made of how historically disadvantaged firms (HDFs) will be
prOVided for by Mhlathuze Water with the opportunity to develop their skills in the
water services sector. This should occur without compromising the high standard of
workmanship and professionalism reqUired by Mhlathuze Water. It will be seen that
not all "non-white" firms are considered "historically disadvantaged", but only those
which concentrate on the provision of water services and which are at the lower end
of the scale in developing their skills.
These procedures describe:
a) The compilation and maintenance of a consultants panel
b) How consultants are to be selected and appointed
c) The evaluation of the work performed by consultants
d) The standard forms of agreement to be used





South African Association of Consulting Engineers
South African Black Technical and Allied Careers Organisation
Historically Disadvantaged Firm (IndiVidual)
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5.1.1. Consultants will be listed under the following different disciplines:
a) Engineering sector:







i) Social (community facilitation & training)
ii) Environmental
5.1.2. Consultants must have an established office in KwaZulu-Natal, which is run by a
resident principal of the firm. This needs to be confirmed with every submission
received from consultants, as should the workload of the consultant.
5.1.3. The full list of all consultants considered, as well as the initial panel is available from
the Planning and Development Department.
5.2. Grading of Engineering Consultants
5.2.1. The civil and multi-disciplinary consultants will be evaluated and graded into A, Band
HDF categories which are as follows:
A Firms'with extensive water services and water resources expertise, a proven
track record and suitable for large or medium sized projects/studies.
B Firms with good water services and water resources expertise and suitable
for smaller projects/studies.
HDF Historically Disadvantaged Firms who do not qualify for A or B categories.
These are defined as firms that are managed, owned and/or controlled by
predominantly Asian, Coloured or African Black persons whose main field of
in-house expertise lies within the water services sector.
5.2.2. It should be noted that the ownership and management of many of the A and B
category firms has changed significantly since 1994. The majority shareholding of
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many firms now rests with those defined as previously disadvantaged, and there are
also many historically disadvantaged employees within these firms. In these cases
the empowerment and transfer of skills is considered as being applied 'in- house'.
The treatment of these firms is more fully dealt with under Para 6 (Appointment
Procedures).
5.2.3. The Planning & Development Department will invite, by means of public
advertisement, all consultants who wish to be included on the panel, to complete a
standard application form. This form will contain all the detailed information
necessary to carry out a comprehensive evaluation of each consultant.





SAACE or SABTACO -
HDI shareholding & staff -
number of offices, local office
date established
split into sub-sections of pump stations, bulk mains,
reticulation, reservoirs, water treatment plants,
sewage treatment plants, history of projects
undertaken and previous experience/expertise of
key personnel
Membership
The percentage of HDIs having shares in the firm,
as well as the percentage of employees who are
HD!.
5.2.5. All firms who complete and submit application forms will be evaluated. Details of the
grading criteria for these firms will be available from the Planning and Development
Department.
5.2.6. For all engineering firms, information on their expertise in the geotechnical,
electrical/mechanical, project management and environmental fields will also been
summarised and will be available from the Planning & Development Department.
5.2.7. Using the above criteria, all the above-mentioned firms will then be graded using a
weighting system which summates to a maximum of 100 points. The ratings for the
different categories are:
A: More than 70 points
B: Between 50 and 70 points
HDF: Less than 50 points and a minimum score of 20 points for the water services
section of the weighting system.
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5.2.8. Should any of the HDFs which are evaluated in accordance with the adopted
weighting system, qualify for A or B categories,they will then be subject to the same
appointment procedures as other firms.
5.2.9 Evaluation and grading of the geotechnical, hydrogeological and
electrical/mechanical consultants is still outstanding.
5.2.10. Evaluation and grading of the project management consultants has been extracted
from the multi-diciplinary 'A' and 'B' categories.
5.3. Grading of Non-Engineering Consultants
5.3.1. Consultants from the non-engineering sector will be evaluated and graded in a
manner similar to the above and appropriate to the specific discipline.
5.4. Review of the Consultants Panel
5.4.1. The Consultants Panel will be reviewed and revised where applicable in accordance
with the system described above, by the Planning and Development Department on
a three yearly basis.
5.4.2. On completion of an appointment, a performance evaluation will be carried out for
each consultant. These results will be taken into account with each three yearly
review of the consultants panel.
5.4.3.Where applicable, the performance evaluation process will measure the skills
transferred from the principal consultant to the HDF with which it has been working.
A lack of skills transfer will adversely reflect on the performance evaluation outcome.
5.4.4. During the three year validity period of the panel, an independent consultant will be
requested to comment on the performance evaluation system used. Such a body will
also be required to review on some of the actual evaluations completed on a spot
check basis.
5.4.5. Consultants who have performed at a particularly low standard may be transferred
into the 'Cooler' category where they will not be considered for any appointments for
a prescribed period (normally three years). The criteria for demotion to this category
are set out in a standardised performance evaluation document.
6. APPOINTMENT PROCEDURES
6.1. Basic Principles
6.1.1. Appointment procedures are based on the document compiled by the SAACE
"GUIDELINES FOR THE ENGAGEMENT OF CONSULTING ENGINEERS
AUGUST 1997".
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6.1.2. A STUDY is the planning stage, which may identify one or more projects to be
implemented, the construction of which may be simultaneous or phased.
6.1.3. A PROJECT is the implementation stage, which normally arises out of a study, or can
be identified separately without a study being undertaken.
6.1.4. Consultants appointed for the initial phase of a project or study, will be appointed for
subsequent phases, except in cases of sub-standard performance. (Refer also 6.1.9.
below).
6.1.5. Appointment procedures vary according to the ESTIMATED FEE VALUE (excluding
VAT) of the project or study to be undertaken. The estimated fee value (total cost of
appointment) of projects/studies has been split into three groups:
*. A 'Combmatlon'ofdlsClplmes may be two or more, but regarded as one appomtment.
DISCIPLINE PROJECT/STUDY FEE VALUE (R million)
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
Civil/Multi-disciplinary R::; 0,50 0,50 > R ::; 1,50 R > 1,50
Geotechnical R::; 0,10 0,10 > R::; 0,50 R> 0,50
Hydrogeological R::; 0,10 0,10 > R ::; 0,50 R> 0,50
Electrical/Mechanical R::; 0,10 0,10> R::; 0,50 R> 0,50
Project Management R::; 0,25 0,25 > R::; 0,75 R > 0,75
Quantity Surveying R :5 0,25 0,25 > R::; 0,75 R > 0,75
Social R::; 0,10 0,10 > R::; 0,50 R> 0,50
Environmental R::; 0,10 0,10 > R::; 0,50 R> 0,50
Combination * R::; 0,80 0,80 > R ::; 2,50 R> 2,50
. .
6.1.6 Where a study/project comprises of more than one discipline, consultants
independent of each other will be appointed for each discipline. MANCO may waive
this provision for smaller studies.
6.1.7 The appointment procedures to be followed for borderline fee value estimates, will
be at the discretion of MANCO.
6.1.8 Consultants will be appointed after a selection or a rotation process (fee value
Groups 1 and 2), or a competitive bidding process (fee value Group 3), as defined
below:
a) Selection: This process will be applied in the initial selection of consultants.
Those consultants who have had no previous work for Mhlathuze Water will
be appointed in weighting order, starting with the one having highest points
first and moving down the scale until such time that all consultants in a
particular category have been appointed. Thereafter, the consultants will be
appointed on a rotation basis.
b) Rotation: The selection of consultant on a rotation process involves selecting
each one in accordance with their allocated weighing (grading), starting with
the one having the highest points and moving down the scale of subsequent
Page 6 of 12
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appointments. The number and value of previous appointments will also be
taken into account in this process.
c) Competitive Bidding: Consultant for studies or projects with fee values in
Group 3, will always be appointed as a result of a competitive bidding
process, as described hereafter.
6.1.9. Any consultants may be considered for a subsequent stage appointment if they have
been involved in the project during the previous ten years, and provided that they
are on the current Mhlathuze Water panel. This applies particularly to large
(Group 3) projects where several consultants may have been involved in different
preliminary studies.
6.1.10 On externally funded projects the use of consultants prescribed by the funder will be
accepted provided that the consultant is on the current Mhlathuze Water panel.
6.2. ApPointment Procedure
The procedures to be followed for the appointment of consultants, is described
below. The final appointment of the recommended consultant(s) will be in-line with
the authority delegated by the Board:
6.2.1. Smaller Projects
a) Project/Study Fee Value - Group 1
i) Appoint only B category consultants on a selection/rotation basis,
except where circumstances require a specialist consultant, in which
case a properly motivated specialist consultant (who may not
necessarily be on the panel) will be appointed.
ii) During the interim, for disciplines that have not yet been graded,
consultants will be selected by taking into account previous
appointments in the past five years, as well as their performance.
Consultants not preViously used will be given preference, until such
time that the appropriate discipline group has been completely
graded. Thereafter, the defined selection/rotation process will
commence.
iii) HDFs are excluded from this Fee Group, due to the fee value being
too small to share. Furthermore, it would not be cost effective to
include training of HDFs as part of the appointment.
b) Project/Study Fee Value - Group 2
i) Appoint only B category consultants on a selection/rotation basis, with
a requirement that a previously disadvantaged firm (HDF) is
appointed as a sub-consultant to the main consultant However,
should a Category B consultant have historically disadvantaged
shareholders with a shareholding of greater than 50% and HDIs
19 2003 Page 7 of 12
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comprise more than 50% of the firm's staff complement, the further
appointment of a HDF sub-consultant will not be required.
ii) The choice of HDF is the main consultant's prerogative, provided the
proposed firm is on the Mhlathuze Water Consultants Panel and their
appointment is also based on the accepted selection/rotation basis.
iii) The method of dividing the scope of work will again be left to the
main consultant provided their proposal is acceptable to Mhlathuze
Water. The HDF is to receive a minimum of 20%, up to a maximum
of 40% of the appointment value. Where practicalities dictate, MANCO
may reduce the entry level to a minimum of 10%.
iV) During the interim, for disciplines that have not yet been graded,
consultants will be selected by taking into account previous
appointments in the last· five years, as well as their performance.
Consultants not previously used will be given preference, until such
time that the appropriate discipline group has been completely
graded. Thereafter, the defined selection/rotation process will
commence.
6.2.2. Large Projects
Only Group 3 project/study fee values apply in this case:
Appoint only A category consultants based on the SAACE 'GUIDELINE 1 - QUALITY
BASED COMPETmVE SELECTION OF CONSULTING ENGINEERS'.
a) Pre-se/ection
i) Mhlathuze Water will prepare a project scope and delivery brief setting
out the nature and objectives of the project, details of design
parameters, deliverables and timing of the service reqUired of the
consultant and an indication of the criteria and weightings to be used
in the evaluation of proposals.
ii) Mhlathuze Water will then invite three firms (selected on suitable
expertise and rotation basis - folloWing the processes described
above) to participate in the competitive bidding process.








How the project will be executed
A programme schedule for this execution
A resource/staff schedule and organogram
Methods of reporting to Mhlathuze Water
CV's of principals and staff assigned to the project
Firm's recent experience on similar projects
Details of HDF's to be involved, taking note that the HDF is to
receive a minimum of 20%, up to a maximum of 40% of the
appointment value. Where practicalities dictate, MANCO may
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excludes firms with HDI shareholding greater than 50% and a
HDI staff complement exceeding 50%).
Any special observations
Separately detailed fee proposals
i) This will be based on an evaluation of proposals using the following
weighting procedure:
CRITERIA WEIGHTING
Specific project applicable expertise 15-25
Approach and methbdoloqy ·10-20
Project management 10-20




ii) After completion of the above technical evaluation, the comparative
fee proposals should be opened and given a relative weighting of 20%
of the total marks allocated to the whole proposal, and the above
weightings adjusted to a total of 100%.
This 20% to be split as follows:
Fee Proposal Details (max. 12%):
Sum total only 0%
Detailed breakdown 12%




iii) Final negotiations should now take place with the selected consultant
to conclude the appointment.
7. LETTER OF APPOINTMENT AND FORM OF AGREEMENT
7.1. Letter of ApPOintment
7.1.1. The letter of appointment should be concise and to the point and preferably be
accompanied by the relevant Form of Agreement.
7.1.2. A framework for the letter of appointment is available from the Planning &
Development Department.
7.2. Form of Agreement
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7.2.1. If the Form of Agreement is not appended to the letter of appointment, the specific
type of agreement to be used should be mentioned. This will be one of the following
documents:
a) Engineering Disciplines (as defined in the consultants panel)
i) Abridged Conditions of Appointment for Consulting Services - 1995 as
prepared by the SAACE (To be used for fee GROUP 1 appointments).
ii) Form of Agreement for Consulting Engineering Services - April 1998,
as prepared by the SAACE (To be used for fee GROUPS 2 or 3
appointments).
Hi) Professional Services Contract for use with the New Engineering
Contract (NEe) Document - 1994 as prepared by the UK Institution of
Civil Engineers (Alternative to be used for fee GROUPS 2 or 3
appointments).
b) Non-engineering Disciplines (as defined in the consultants panel)
i) Mhlathuze Water form of agreement - Abridged edition (fee GROUP 1
appointments)
ii) Mhlathuze Water form of agreement - Full edition (fee GROUP 2 or 3
appointments).
8. FEES AND DISBURSEMENTS
8.1. Fees (Engineering)
8.1.1. For SMALLER PROJECTS (fee GROUPS 1 and 2 appointments), the professional fee
structure will be based on the SAACE 'Form of Agreement for Consulting Engineering
Services' Appendix B (Remuneration of Consulting Engineer B1 - All Disciplines) - as
amended/updated by the SAACE from time to time.
8.1.2. For SMALLER PROJECTS (fee GROUPS 1 and 2 appointments), the categories and
pertinent hourly rates published from time-ta-time in the Government Gazette, will
be taken as the maximum time basis fees for each category.
8.1.3. For LARGE PROJECTS (fee GROUP 3 appointments), professional and time basis fees
will all be determined through negotiation.
8.1.4. Engineering specialist fees and/or rates will be negotiated.
8.1.5. All travel time will be paid for at 50% of the normal hourly rate and only for a return
journey exceeding 50 km in distance.
8.1.6. Adjustment of fees during the term of appointment:
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a) The time basis rates for any appointment of duration longer than a year, can
be adjusted, if revised in the Government Gazette during the term of the
appointment and if such revision is provided for in the agreement.
b) The professional fee structure for all appointments shall remain fixed for the
duration of the appointment.
8.1.7. For externally funded projects the fee scales as specified by the funder will apply, if
required by the funder.
8.2. Fees (Non-Engineering)
8.2.1. No professional fee structure or fixed time basis rates for these disciplines are
published in the Government Gazette at this stage, but benchmark figures for
different disciplines and levels of expertise will be formulated initially from historical
records. These will be used when negotiating rates prior to appointment.
8.2.2. These benchmark rates will be applicable to all fee GROUPS.
8.2.3. Adjustment of fees during the term of appointment:
Time basis rates will only be adjusted if the appointment exceeds one year in
duration and if provided for in the agreement.
8.3. Disbursements
8.3.1. Travel
a) Standard Mhlathuze Water rates will be applicable for all approved travel and
will only be adjusted during the term of appointment, if this exceeds one year
in duration and if provided for in the agreement.
b) Rates only applicable for return journeys exceeding 50 km in distance.
c) Air travel, rented cars, parking and road tolls will be reimbursed at cost.
d) Costs will be apportioned between other (outside) appointments of a
consultant, where applicable.
8.3.2. Subsistence
a) Overnight costs will be reimbursed up to a maximum of a 3 star
establishment, or eqUivalent.
b) Meals will be reimbursed at approved cost (excluding alcoholic beverages).
8.3.3. Other
Page 11 of 12
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Other costs such as for typing, printing, copying, communications and computers will
be paid for at the standard rates of Mhlathuze Water. These will only be adjusted
during the term of the appointment, if this exceeds one year in duration and if
provided for in the agreement.
8.4. Revision of Rates
MANeo will review and revise all standard rates (fee structure and disbursements)
for Mhlathuze Water on an annual basis at the start of each fiscal year.
.........................................................
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Name: Scott Wilson SA (Pty) Ltd
Address: Pencarrow Park La Lucia Ridge
Office Estate Umhlanga Rocks
4320 South Africa
P 0 Box 1899 Urnhlanga Rocks
4320 South Africa
Tel. No.: 031 - 566 2201
e-mail: scottwilsondbn(cv.iafrica.com
Fax No.: 031 - 566 2370
YEARS IN BUSINESS
The involvement of Scott Wilson in water resources is through the joint venture with
DMM Development Consultants. DMM Development Consultants was formed in 1997.
All members of the firm are previously disadvantaged, qualified and competent
engineers and scientists, who have gained their vast experience in South Africa and
limited chemistry experience in the United States of America. DMM is a multi-
disciplinary firm and offers services in the following fields:
o Environmental investigations
o Waste management
o Water resources planning and management
o .Community development
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The firm has secured strategic alliances with other consulting firms, both established
and emerging, in order to ensure the provision of high quality services to its clients.
STRENGTHS
Catchment Management is important for the protection, use, development, conserving,
management and control of water resources. DMM is able to manage the full process in
an integrated manner by development strategies, objectives, plans, guidelines and





o Water quality assessment and management
o River hydraulics and flood studies
o Conceptual design of major structures
o Water resources management
WEAKNESSES
o Scott Wilson has no track record in water resources management







Name: BKS (PTY) LTD Consulting Engineers
Address: P 0 Box 748
Richards Bay, 3900
Tel. No.: 035 - 789 7602
e-mail: bksrbaaicmiafrica.com
Internet: http://www.bks.co.za
Fax No.: 035 - 789 5669
YEARS IN BUSINESS
BKS (Pty) Ltd was established in 1965 and is now one of the leading engineering and
project management firms in Southern Africa. In response to identified client needs,
BKS offers a comprehensive service throughout the following market focused divisions:
o Water, Dams and Environmental
o Transportation
o Buildings, structural and support facilities
o Urban and Rural Development
o Environmental Sciences
o Oil and Gas Pipelines
BKS focuses on technical excellence in feasibility studies, design, construction,
supervision, operation, rehabilitation and maintenance. It also has diversified to
provide assistance management services, including institutional capacity building and
training of clients' staff, financial and accounting services, social development




BKS is very strong in water quality:
o BKS recently did a water quality situation assessment to provide information on the
current quality of water of the Mhlathuze River, an investigation that included the
gathering of all relevant available data, analyzing the data and identifying problems.
o Water quality: Evaluation of the water quality of the Algoa Water Resources to
determine and prioritise augmentation, water quality situation analysis and water
quality modelling on the Mgeni River System, the Crocodile River Catchment,
including the Pienaars and Jukskei Rivers and Vaal River System.
WEAKNESSES
BKS doesn't have black professionals and scientists in key specialist functions in line
with the transformation initiative of the country. According to BKS, they engage in
programmes focused on affirmative action through their subsidiaries in the Usuthu-
Mhlathuze WMA.
Despite their claimed involvement in Water Resources Management, BKS has only one




JEFFARES & GREEN CONSULTING ENGINEERS
NAME AND ADDRESS
Name: Jeffares & Green Inc.
Address: P 0 Box 260
Richards Bay, 3900
Tel. No.: 035 - 789 9931
e-mail: jeffares@iarfrica.com
Fax No.: 035 - 789 2566
YEARS IN BUSINESS
Jeffares & Green Inc can trace it's origins back: to 1922 when J L S Jeffares started a
consultancy practice specializing primarily in railways in various countries in
Southern Africa. He was later joined by H. H. Green and the firm Jeffares & Green
came into being in 1947 and broadened the range of expertise into water resources
(which included the original Oxbow Water Scheme, Lesotho) and then roads.
STRENGTHS
At present, the firm has offices in Johannesburg (Head Office), Pietermaritzburg,
Durban, Richards Bay, Pretoria, East London, Port Elizabeth, Cape Town, Middleburg
(Mpumalanga), Bellville and Mafikeng. In addition, there are also about a dozen site
offices countrywide and the firm is thus represented in 7 of the country's 9 provinces.
In addition, the firm has associated practices in Namibia, Botswana, Swaziland and
recently in Zambia.
The firm employs some 254 personnel nation-wide including Civil, Structural,
Geotechnical, Hydrological Engineers, Geophysicist, Environmentalists, Engineering
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Geologists, Development and Project Managers, Materials and Labour Intensive
Specialists, Surveyors, Technical Drafting and Administration Support Staff.
Geohydrological investigations have been completed for the identification of aquifers,
location of boreholes for drinking water supply and for use as monitoring boreholes for
mines and landfill waste disposal sites (to determine the impact of operations on
groundwater). Catchment studies have been completed. Hydrological and
Geohydrological studies have been undertaken to determine pollution control solutions
such as that for Richards Bay Coal Terminal. Geohydrological studies include the
interpretation of geological setting, extensive use of geophysical methods and
groundwater modelling.
Jeffares & Green has in-house GIS facilities and considerable expertise. In addition, the
firm also offers expertise in the following aspects of social engineering in relation to
projects: Capacity Building; Community Development and Management;
Empowerment, especially of Women; Facilitation, Project Evaluation and Monitoring;
Training and Research.
Over the years, the firm has formed joint ventures/ consortia with most of the major, and
some of the smaller consulting engineering firms countrywide.
WEAKNESSES
Jeffares & Green Inc.'s key personnel and principals have experience and expertise in
Environmental Engineering and no proven record in Water Resources Management
except in Geohydrology to a lesser extent.
Their key personnel and principals are almost all white and do not reflect the
demographics of the society in which they do business. This will disadvantage the firm




WATER RESOURCE PLANNING AND CONSERVATION CONSULTING
ENGINEERS (Pty) Ltd
NAME AND ADDRESS
Name: Water Resource Planning and Conservation Consulting Engineers (Pty) Ltd
Address: PostNet Suite 104
Private Bag X6
Cascades, Pietermaritzburg, 3202
Tel. No.: 033 - 1966242
e-mail: wrppmbrammb.lia.net
Fax No.: 033 - 196 6242
YEARS IN BUSINESS
WRP (Pty) Ltd was formed in Pretoria 1998 by three former directors of the
consultancy BKS (Pty) Ltd, namely Messrs Ronnie McKenzie, Pieter van Rooyen and
Willie Potgieter. The purpose of the formation of the new consulting group is to
consolidate the expertise of a smaller and more manageable group of specialists to
provide· quality services in water resources planning and management, water
conservation, and environmental management. In June 1999, Mr. Wayne Schafer is to
focus on the development of the water conservation and environmental management
areas of the business.
STRENGTHS
WRP was formed with the specific purpose of providing specialists Water Resources
Management services. This is an extensive discipline that covers a variety of fields, and
services offered include:
o Rainfall! runoff modelling:
o Flood hydrology:
o Hydrological analysis: and
o Stochastic stream flow generation
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Another primary focus area of WRP, therefore, is that of Water Conservation. Services
in this regard fall into the two broad categories of Integrated Catchment Management
and Water Demand Management. Specific services offered are:
o Land-use management and monitoring;
o Water resources basin studies and allocation planning;
o Development of integrated catchment management plans;
o River engineering;
o Flood management planning
o Groundwater development planning
o Pressure management;
o Determination of the optimal economic level of leakage;
o Night flow analysis;
o Water audits and water balances;
o Management of unaccounted-for water.
WEAKNESSES
They are more of engineering experts then hard-core professional scientist that
specialize with water resources management. Be it as it may, they have one or two
professionals with experience in water quality.





NINHAM SHAND CONSULTING ENGINEERS
NAME AND ADDRESS
Name: Ninham Shand (South) (Pty) Ltd
Address: P. O. Box 1347
Cape Town, 8000
Tel. No.: 021 - 4245544
YEARS IN BUSINESS
Fax No.: 021 - 4245588
With 66 years of experience, Ninham Shand consulting Engineers is an established
leader in the engineering profession, providing a comprehensive consulting service in
virtually every field of civil and environmental engineering. Ninham Shand has its
Head Office in Cape Town, twenty-two offices throughout Southern Africa, and a staff
complement of over 600 professionals, technical personnel and support staff.
Ninham Shand believes that development should be accompanied by a commitment to
environmental responsibility for the benefit of society. This belief led them to establish
an environmental section in 1982 with staff capable of undertaking wide-raging work in
the natural, the built and the social environments.
In addition, the environmental sections is supported by expertise from other sections
within Ninham Shand in the following broad categories:
o Water Resources and Supply
o Water and Wastewater Treatment
o Urban and Rural Development
o Heavy Civil Engineering
o Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
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STRENGTHS
Their specialist experience is applied to:
Core areas:
o Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA)
o Environmental Management Programme Reports (EMPR)
o Environmental Management Plans (EMP)
o Integrated Environmental Management
o Environmental Site Investigations
o Environmental Planning and Project Management
o Environmental Frameworks
o Catchment Management
o Strategic Environmental Assessments (SEA)
o Strategic Environmental Management Plans (SEMP)
o Review of Environmental Reports
o Water Resource Assessment
o Wastewater Assessment
o Riverine Management
o Public participation Processes
WEAKNESSES
o They are more of engineering experts than hard-core professional scientist that
specialize with water resources management. Be it as it may, they have one or two
professionals with expertise in water quality.






Name: Scott Wilson SA (Pty) Ltd
Address: Pencarrow Park La Lucia Ridge
Office Estate Umhlanga Rocks
4320 South Africa
P 0 Box 1899 Umhlanga Rocks
4320 South Africa
Tel. No.: 031 - 566 2201 Fax No.: 031- 566 2370
e-mail: scottwilsondbn@iafrica.com
YEARS IN BUSINESS
The involvement of Scott Wilson in water resources is through the joint venture with
DMM Development Consultants. DMM Development Consultants was formed in 1997.
All members of the firm are previously disadvantaged, qualified and competent
engineers and scientists, who have gained their vast experience in South Africa and
limited chemistry experience in the United States of America. DMM is a multi-
disciplinary firm and offers services in the following fields:
o Environmental investigations
o Waste management
o Water resources planning and management
o Community development
The firm has secured strategic alliances with other consulting firms, both established
. and emerging, in order to ensure the provision of high quality services to its clients.
STRENGTHS
Catchment Management is important for the protection, use, development, conserving,
management and control of water resources. DMM is able to manage the full process in
an integrated manner by development strategies, objectives, plans, guidelines and






o Water quality assessment and management
o River hydraulics and flood studies
o Conceptual design of major structures
o Water resources management
WEAKNESSES
o Scott Wilson has no track record in water resources management








Name: BKS (PTY) LTD Consulting Engineers
Address: P 0 Box 748
Richards Bay, 3900
Tel. No.: 035 -789 7602
e-mail: bksrbaai(a).iafrica.com
Internet: http://www.bks.co.za
Fax No.: 035 - 789 5669
YEARS IN BUSINESS
BKS (Pty) Ltd was established in 1965 and is now one of the leading engineering and
project management firms in Southern Africa. In response to identified client needs:
BKS offers a comprehensive service throughout the following market focused divisions:
o Water, Dams and Environmental
o Transportation
o Buildings, structural and support facilities
o Urban and Rlp"al Development
o Environmental Sciences
o Oil and Gas Pipelines
BKS focuses on technical excellence in feasibility studies, design, construction,
supervision, operation, rehabilitation and maintenance. It also has diversified to
provide assistance management services, including institutional capacity building and
training of clients' staff, financial and accounting services, social development




BKS is very strong in water quality:
o BKS recently did a water quality situation assessment to provide information on the
current quality of water of the Mhlathuze River, an investigation that included the
gathering of all relevant available data, analyzing the data and identifying problems.
o Water quality: Evaluation of the water quality of the Algoa Water Resources to
determine and prioritise augmentation, water quality situation analysis and water
quality modelling on the Mgeni River System, the Crocodile River Catchment,
includirig the Pienaars and Jukskei Rivers and Vaal River System.
WEAKNESSES
BKS doesn't have black professionals and scientists in key specialist functions in line
with the transformation initiative of the country. According to BKS, they engage in
programmes focused on affirmative action through their subsidiaries in the Usuthu-
Mhlathuze WMA.
Despite their claimed involvement in Water Resources Management, BKS has only one




JEFFARES & GREEN CONSULTING ENGINEERS
NAME AND ADDRESS
Name: Jeffares & Green Inc.
Address: P 0 Box 260
Richards Bay, 3900
Tel. No.: 035 - 7899931
e-mail: jeffares@iarfrica.com
Fax No.: 035 - 789 2566
YEARS IN BUSINESS
Jeffares & Green Inc can trace it's origins back to 1922 when J L S Jeffares started a
consultancy practice specializing primarily in railways in various countries in
Southern Africa. He was later joined by H. H. Green and the firm Jeffares & Green
. .
came into being in 1947 and broadened the range ·of expertise into water resources
(which included the original Oxbow Water Scheme, Lesotho) and then roads.
STRENGTHS
At present, the firm has offices in Johannesburg (Head Office), Pietermaritzburg,
Durban, Richards Bay, Pretoria, East London, Port Elizabeth, Cape Town, Middleburg
(Mpumalanga), Bellville and Mafikeng. In addition, there are also about a dozen site
offices countrywide and the firm is thus represented in 7 of the country's 9 provinces.
In addition, the firm has associated practices in Namibia, Botswana, Swaziland and
recently in Zambia.
The firm employs some 254 personnel nation-wide including Civil, Structural,
Geotechnical, Hydrological Engineers, Geophysicist, Environmentalists, Engineering
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Geologists, Development and Project Managers, Materials and Labour Intensive
Specialists, Surveyors, Technical Drafting and Administration Support Staff.
Geohydrological investigations have been completed for the identification of aquifers,
location of boreholes for drinking water supply and for use as monitoring boreholes for
mines and landfill waste disposal sites (to determine the impact of operations on
groundwater). Catchment studies have been completed. Hydrological and
Geohydrological studies have been undertaken to determine pollution control solutions
such as that for Richards Bay Coal Terminal. Geohydrological studies include the
interpretation of geological setting, extensive use of geophysical methods and
groundwater modelling.
Jeffares & Green has in-house GIS facilities and considerable expertise. In addition, the
firm also offers expertise in the following aspects of social engineering in relation to
projects: Capacity Building; Community Development and Management;
Empowerment, especially of Women; Facilitation, Project Evaluation and Monitoring;
Training and Research.
Over the years, the firm has formed joint ventures! consortia with most of the major, and
some of the smaller consulting engineering firms countrywide.
WEAKNESSES
Jeffares & Green Inc.'s key personnel and principals have experience and expertise in
Environmental Engineering and no proven record in Water Resources Management
except in Geohydrology to a lesser extent.
Their key personnel and principals are almost all white and do not reflect the
demographics of the society in which they do business. This will disadvantage the firm




WATER RESOURCE PLANNING AND CONSER~ATIONCONSULTING
ENGINEERS (Pty) Ltd
NAME AND ADDRESS
Name: Water Resource Planning and Conservation Consulting Engineers (Pty) Ltd
Address: PostNet Suite 104
Private Bag X6
Cascades, Pietermaritzburg, 3202
Tel. No.: 033 - 1966242
e-mail: vvTPpmbuv.pmb.lia.net
Fax No.: 033 - 1966242
YEARS IN BUSINESS
WRP (Pty) Ltd was formed in Pretoria 1998 by three former directors of the
consultancy BKS (Pty) Ltd, namely Messrs Ronnie McKenzie, Pieter van Rooyen and
Willie Potgieter. The purpose of the formation of the new consulting group is to
. .
consolidate the expertise of a smaller and more manageable group of specialists to
provide quality services in water resources planning and management, water
conservation, and environmental management. In June 1999, Mr. Wayne Schafer is to
focus on the development of the water conservation and environmental management
areas of the business.
STRENGTHS
WRP was formed with the specific purpose of providing specialists Water Resources
Management services. This is an extensive discipline that covers a variety of fields, and
services offered include:
o Rainfalll runoff modelling:
o Flood hydrology:
o Hydrological analysis: and
o Stochastic stream flow generation
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Another primary focus area of WRP, therefore, is that of Water Conservation. Services
in this regard fall into the two broad categories of Integrated Catchment Management
and Water Demand Management. Specific services offered are:
o Land-use management and monitoring;
o Water resources basin studies and allocation plannin.g;
o Development of integrated catchment management plans;
o River engineering;
o Flood management planning
o Groundwater development planning
.0 Pressure management;
o Determination of the optimal economic level of leakage;
o Night flow analysis;
o Water audits and water balances;
o Management of unaccounted-for water.
WEAKNESSES
They are more of engineering experts then hard-core professional scientist that
specialize with water resources management. Be it as it may, they have one or two
professionals with experience in water quality.





NINHAM SHAND CONSULTING ENGINEERS
NAME AND ADDRESS
Name: Ninham Shand (South) (Pty) Ltd
Address: P. O. Box 1347
Cape Town, 8000
Tel. No.: 021 - 4245544
YEARS IN BUSINESS
Fax No.: 021 - 4245588
With 66 years of experience, Ninham Shand consulting Engineers is an established
leader in the engineering profession, providing a comprehensive consulting service in
virtually every field of civil and environmental engineering. Ninham Shand has its
Head Office in Cape Town, twenty-two offices throughout Southern Africa, and a staff
complement of over 600 professionals, technical personnel and support staff.. .
Ninham Shand believes that development should be accompanied by a commitment to
environmental responsibility for the benefit of society. This belief led them to establish
an environmental section in 1982 with staff capable of undertaking wide-raging work in
the natural, the built and the social environments.
In addition, the environmental sections is supported by expertise from other sections
within Ninham Shand in the following broad categories:
o Water Resources and Supply
o Water and Wastewater Treatment
o Urban and Rural Development
o Heavy Civil Engineering
o Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
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STRENGTHS
Their specialist experience is applied to:
Core areas:
o Environmental Impact Assessments (ErA)
o Environmental Management Programme Reports (EMPR)
o Environmental Management Plans (EMP)
o Integrated Environmental1:'!anagement
o Environmental Site Investigations
o Environmental Planning and Project Management
o Environmental Frameworks
o Catchment Management
o Strategic Environmental Assessments (SEA)
o Strategic Environmental Management Plans (SEMP)
o Review of Environmental Reports
o Water Resource Assessment
o Wastewater Assessment
o Riverine Management
o Public participation Processes
WEAKNESSES
o They are more of engineering experts than hard-core professional scientist that
specialize with water resources management. Be it as it may, they have one or two
professionals with expertise in water quality.
o They don't offer asuite of water resources management specialist functions.
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MHLATHUZE WATER'S MAJOR WATER RESOURCE PROJECTS AND
STUDIES IN THE LAST FIVE YEARS
A & B Effluent Strategic Planning: Abef/B
Alien Vegetation Assessment Study: Mhls/D
Empangeni Bulk Water Supply Phase 2: Emp/B
Hlabisa Water Project : HlalA
Hluhluwe Phase 3 : Hlu/G
Indian Ocean Fertilizer: Clarified Water Supply: loflA
Jozini, Ubombo. Mkhuze Water Supply Scheme: Joz/A
Kwangwanase Phase3 : Kngw/C
Makhathini Irrigation Scheme: Joz/C
Management Potential Study: Mhls/D
Mhlathuze Ecological Reserve Study: Mhls/B
Mhlathuze Operating Rules & Future Phasing: Mhls/C
Mhlathuze River Channel Meander: Mhls/H
Mhlathuze System Water Conservation And Demand Study
Mhlathuze Weir Fishway : Mhls/E
Mhlathuze Weir Study: Mhls/G
Nkandla Bulk Water Supply: Mhls/F
Nsezi Wtp Extensions & Augmentation: Nsez/C
Richards Bay Minerals At Zulti-South Water Supply:Rbm/A
Shemula Community Water Supply Phase 3 : Shem/C
Somile Community Water Supply Scheme Phase 2 :Som/B
Transfer Of Dwa&F Bulk Water Services: DwaflA
TugelalMhlathuze Permanent Transfer Scheme :TmptlA
Mhlathuze Water, 2003, Alien Vegetation Assessment Study (Mhlathuze
Catchment: WI2B). Prepared by Multi-Consult and Gaea Projects.
Mhlathuze Water's Draft Five Year Business Plan, 2004 - To be submitted to
DWAF.
